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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon,September 19, 1977

In Our Mb Year

Morgan
Convicted
In Paducah
PADUCAH — A jury sitting in federal
court today found Eddie Morgan, Route
8, Murray, guilty on all counts in
connection with illegal tampering with,
or changing auto mileage indicators.
Jerry L. Hopkins of Hopkins Motor
Sales, Murray, is expected to go on trial
today at 1:30 pin.
According to a spokesman for the
federal district court clerk's office,• a
federal jury found Morgan guilty on
four counts of "knowingmaking_ a
false material declaration in violation
of Title IV of the organized Crime
Control Act of 1970..."
Both Morgan and Hopkins were
arraigned in June following federal
grand jury indictments on charges of
illegal tampering with or changing
odometers (mileage indicators). The
federal grand jury returned a ninecount indictment against Hopkins.
Sentencing for Morgan is expected at
a later date, the spokesman said.
Morgan is free on bond.

League To Meet
Tonight, 7:30 p. m.
Because of strong .conflicts in the
regular meeting date, the MurrayCalloway County League of Women
Voters will meet tonight, September 19,
at 7:30 o'clock in the United Campus
Ministry Building.
President Ruth Howard urged all
members and other interested women
and men to attend this meeting. Men
are welcomed as members of the
league throughout the country.
Please note that this meeting has
been moved up one week because of the
conflicts, a spokesman said.

Municipal Statutes
Hearing Scheduled

lSc P

Volume

p

N

Urges Dignity For Senior Citizens

State Human Resources Head
Addresses Conference At MSU
$101,475 CONTRACT—Whie on the Murray State University campus last
Friday to address the Purchase Area Development District conference on
the aged, Kentucky Secretary for Hqman Resources Peter Conn took time
out to sign a $101,475 contract with the university to support its Division of
Social Work in the education and training of social workers to meet the
social service manpower needs in the stRe. Looking on are Murray State
President Constantine W. Curris, left, and Dr. Wallace Baggett, director of
the division, which offers a curriculum providing students a combination of
classroom learning experiences with practical work in social services with
area human service agencies.

By M.C. GARROTT
What is best for Kentucky's senior
citizens?
Pride, dignity, independence and the
right to live their lives in peace and
contentment, says Peter Conn,
secretary of the state's Department for
Human Resorces.
The youthful secretary was on the
Murray State University campus
Friday to deliver the keynote address
at the first of three West Kentucky
conferences dealing With the problems
and services pertinent to personnel who
work with older Americans.
Speaking before more than 150 social
workers from across the Purchase
area, Conn likened the services planned

and being provided to help the elderly
in Kentucky to the "horseshoe nails" in
Benjamine Franklin's familiar verse in
Poor Richard's Almanac in 1758, "for
the want of a nail a kingdom was lost."
"The battle older citizens are fighting
throughout the Commonwealth and the
kingdom to be saved is their home," he
said, "and the things We can often
provide to help them are the 'horseshoe
nails."
Citing Project Independence, 'the
Purchase Area pilot project of stateprovided in-home services for the
elderly, the secretary used the example
of a couple in their late seventies.
"Both disabled, they were living
-strictly on Social Security and spending
most of it for medical expenses," he
said. "They could not afford needed
repairs on their home. Through Project
Independence, their home was repaired
,and winterized.
"Like many other elderly and
disabled Kentuckians, they will be able
to stay in their home and be warm when
winter arrives, as a direct result of
agencies
working together."
James Osborne, an attorney for the
Kentucky is fortunate to have a
owners of the club, said Sunday night he
complete network of area agencies on
had not read the report and would have
aging, the secretary noted, as well as
no immediate comment.
area councils to coordinate the services
The club is owned by Richard
to the elderly that they provide.
Schilling and his three sons, which
Nutrition projects for the elderly are
purchased it in 1969.
expected to be fully operatin in all of
Release of the document coincided
with the opening of a congressional s Kentucky's 120 counties by the end of
the year, ne said, adding that more than
subcommittee hearing in Cincinnati on
400,000 meals are being served each
a proposed nationa4 fire code. Carroll
quarter to older citizens across the
was among state officials expected to
State at the present time.
testify.
"In the Purchase area alone," he
The governor suspended the state's
said, "more than 48,000 in-home meals
highest fire official, Warren
have been served to the elderly since
Southworth, and two of his
the beginning of April."
subordinates, Stanley Boyd, head of the
Other services, he said, being
division for new construction, and John
provided to aid the elderly include
Bramlage, a northern Kentucky field
home
health
aid,
part-time
representative.
employment, protection against abuse,
Southworth was suspended with pay,
neglect and exploitation, health
and the go‘,ernot said his decision will
reconsidered compailfedter
be
recommendations are
on
bringing the fire marshal's office into
compliance with the law.
He also criticized a former fire
marshal,
Calvert,
John
for
participating in probable illegal
violations of the law during remodeling
of the club in 1971.

Carroll Predicts Indictments
Over Beverly Hills Club Fire
CINCINNATI (AP) — The owners of
the Beverly Hills Supper Club and a
former fire marshal "might well be
indicted," Kentucky Gov. Julian
Carroll predicted today as hearings
opened into the May 211 fire at the club
where 184 persons died.
Carroll said procedure toward calling
the Campbell County, Ky. grand jury
was initiated by presentation to the
comhionwealth attorney of the state
report on the disaster at the club in
nearby Southgate,Ky.
"I believe that a grand jury could
very well return charges of criminal
misconduct on the part of former fire
marshal John Calvert and owners of the
Beverly Hills," Carroll told reporters
after he testified before a congressional
subcommittee investigiating a national
fire code.
Carroll said that Calvert and the
owners of the former Southgate, Ky.

In Mayfield Thursday
FRANKFORT — City Hall in
Mayfield is the location for the final
public hearing on an initial report from
the Municipal Statues Revision
Commission, according to Ralph Ed
Graves, commissioner of the
Department for Local Government.
Eight hearings have been held during
September at various locations
throughout the state.
Sept. 22 is the date for the Mayfield
hearing.
Hearings have been held from 7 to 10
p. m. to give more people an
opportunity to attend. "Copies of the
draft have been mailed to all municipal
officials, however, we hope the general
public will also be present to comment
on proposed statute changes," Graves
id.
'ov. Julian Carroll appointed the,
Municipal
Statues
Revision
Commission in 1976 after its creation by
a special session of the legislature.
Following September's hearings a final
draft will be prepared for presentation
to the Governor and the 1978 General
Assembly.

Times

GraneAwarded
Eagle Gallery
FRANKFORT — Kentucky Arts
Commission has awarded Eagle
Gallery, on the campus of Murray State
University, a $1,000 grant to be used for
a film series.
The grant was one of 11 totaling
$16,000 for media projects in eight
Kentucky cities.
The grants are intended to help
increase public awareness and interest
in media arts, with emphasis on film as
an art form, said Jon Dunn, director Of
media programs for the arts
commission.
Most proposals funded this year are
an outgrowth of a film information
conference, held by the arts
commission in early summer, designed
to stir up community interest in the
media, said Dunn. This is the second
year the grants have been awarded in
Kentucky.

Supper Club might be indicted for
activities Ile said were "clearly illegal
and malicious" and for _ their total'
disregard for the safety of Beverly Hills
patrons.
. He charged that Richard Schilling
and his sons, owners of the club, had
engaged in a "conspiracy" with
architects and electrical workers to
violate state building codes.
Carroll, however, said that he did not
believe any criminal charges would be
leveled against state officials whom he
suspended.
"They are not criminally culpable,"
Carroll said. "Their mistakes were
those of omission."
Carroll announced the trio was
suspended Sunday night after he
released the state's report on the
Memorial Day weekend fire.
Carroll used a press brieting Sunday
night preceding the release of the 195page report to criticize owners of the
once posh nightspot and local and state
officials.
"A reading of this report shows a
shocking and total disregard for human
life by the owners of this club," said
Carroll.
"There was a complete disregard by
the owners for the safety of the patrons
of Beverly Hills," Carroll said.
He added, "Not only did they
construct in clear violation of the law,
but they operated in violation of the lav,
and then failed to use reasonable care
to evacuate the premises."

Squad Responds To
Two Calls Saturday
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
squad was called to two fires over the
weekend, both on Saturday night.
The first fire was described by squad
members as an electrical fire in a barr
at the home of IN% /limes Ray Anunonc
on 641 N. The fire was extinguished with
only minimal damage, squad offici,,I,
reported.
The second fire call was to an aut,
fire off of Ky. 1551 in the Shiloh ared
Squad officials reported that the d
whose owner was unknown, w
destroyed in the blaze.

Planners To Vote
On 12th St. Zoning
Murray Planning Commission w
consider a vote, on the 12th Str,..4
rezoning proposal and hear a repo-I
701 funds for fiscal year 1978, whe!
commission meets in regular se'1 •
September 20.
The commission meets at 7 p
council chambers at city hall.

Elm Grove Road
To Be Surfaced
FRANKFORT — The 1977-78 rural
secondary road program for Calloway
County has been amended to authorize
one additional project.
Announcement of the change,came
from State Transportation Secretary
Calvin G. Grayson who said that the
additional project will provide for new
blacktop surfacing along 3.3 miles of
Elm Grove Road.
Project costs will be financed out of
rural secondary road program money
already allocated to the county for the
current fiscal.year.

Sheriff's Department
Investigates Burglary
A Calloway- County Sheriff's
Department investigation is continuing
into a weekend burglary at a Route
6 Murray residence, according to
David Balentine, chief deputy with the
force.
C.W. Nance, Route 6, Murray,
reported the burglary Sunday at his
residence.
Reported missing in the burglary was
a television, two 12 gauge shotguns, two
.22 caliber rifles, a pistol and three
batteries.
Balentine said the burglary occured
between 6 and 8:30 p.m. Sunday.

inside today
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll and First District U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard
been pictured as being on
opposing sides of the fence for some time. But, according
to Associated Press colur /1st Sy Ramsey, the two are
apparently meeting on inure friendly terms these days.
Ramsey's column is on todaY's Opinion Page,page 3.

scattered showers

1,

FOR A JOB WELL DONE—The September Calloway County Grand Jury,
in a spr*ial presentation ceremony last week, recognized what it called
"the,good work" of county attorney Sid Easley for the past eight years.
_ Here Easley,(center) wholl become Cilloway County's first district judge in
"anuary, stands with commonwealth attorne*-Ron Christopher (!eftt and
circuit judge tames tA55fter (right).

Widely scattered shower, this
afternoon and cooler,
r
around BO. Clearing and
tonight, low in the aid and
50s. Mostly sunny annd
Tuesday, high in the upper
around 80.
One Section —10 Page%

screening and activities for interesting
ways to use leisure time.
Also speaking during the day-long
conference was Dr. James Thorson,
coordinator of academic affairs at the
University of Nebraska at Omaha.
Dr. Thorson focused his remarks on
alternatives to institutional care for the
aged, such as programs in homedelivered hot meals, senior centers,
home nursing, minor home repairs,
transportation and others.
"Most elderly people have trouble
adjusting to living in an institutional
environment," he said citing statistics
which show 45 percent of the the elderly
who die in nursing homes die during the
first 30 days of their commitment.
"We must let our older people make
decisions for themselves," he triad.
"People have a tenden,1 to lose control
of their lives as they get older,and they
hate that. The more control we can let
the elderly have over their basic life
styles, the better off they will be."
The second of the conferences is
being held today at Barkley Lodge with
Mrs. Frances Baccus, Princeton,
chairman of the • Regional Aging
Cowicila, John Adams, director of the
Perin'yrile Area Development District;
Dr. K.M.George, professor of sociology
at Murray State,and Dr. Thorson as the
speakers.
The third and final conference is
scheduled for Sept. 23 at Owensboro.
The principal speakers will be Dr. Bill
Bell, research coordinator for the
gerontology program at the University
of Nebraska, and Richard Lewis,
Benton attorney and former chief
administrative assistant to Kentucky
Gov. Julian Carroll.
Plans call for similar conferences to
be held annually to meet the needs of
the steadily increasing number of
elderly Kentuckians, according to Dr.
George, who coordinated the sessions of
the Murray State campus.

today's index
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Farm Pages
Horoscope
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
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AT AGING CONFERENCE—Dr. James Thorson, second from left, coordinator of academic affairs at the University of Nebraska at Omaha, told
the Purchase Area Development District conference on the aging Friday
that today's elderly must be permitted to make more decisions which affect their lives. Shown with Dr. Thorson during a break in the day-long
sessions at Murray State University last Friday are, from the left Alan
Blaustein, executive director of the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Program; Dr. K. M. George, Murray State sociology professor who
coordinated the conference; and Dr. Miles Simpson, chairman of the
Department of Sociology at Murray State.
•

Lowell Atchley Named
To Staff Of Newspaper
Murray Ledger 8r Times Publisher
Walter L. Apperson today announced
the appointment of Lowell Atchley to
the newspaper's news and editorial
department.
Atchley, 28, joins the newspaper after
working over three and one half years
as a staff reporter, feature writer,
photographer and news editor for the
Marshall lounty Tribune-Courier in
11Niton.
The new staff writer, his wife
Kathleen and their one year-old
daughter, Laura, make their home in
Alrno. Mrs. Atchley is a registered
nurse working at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
An 'East Tennessee native, Atchley
holds a bachelor of arts degree in
history and sociology from Berea
College. Berea, and a masters in
journalism from Murray State
University.
He
completed
requirements for a masters at MSU in
the spring.
Duties for the new staff writer will
involve staff reporting, feature writing
and photography. Atchley will work as
an assistant to Ledger arid Times
Editor-Gene McCutcheon.
Apperson - said --of --Attlile9:3appointment, "We're pleased to have
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Lowell on our staff and feel his
qualifications are exceptional for work
at this growing daily paper."
The new- staff - -reporter- -replaces-David -Hill who. -resigned from the —.
newspaper to go into private business. 'sow
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Golf Pairings Listed For

MIJNITY
CALENDAR

C

• %Linda). September 19
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
dinner meeting at fi 30 p.in.at
the club house with Steve Zea,
city planner, as speaker
-Dorcas Sunda) School

Tuesday, September 18
Monday, September 19
Esther Sunday School Class
Douglas Civic Improvement
of First Baptist Church will
Committee will meet at the
at the home of Mr. and
North Second Street Center at meet
Mrs. Grayson McClure at six
seven p.m.
p.m. for a potluck picnic.
Blue Grass State CB Club
will meet at the lodge hall over
Wallis Drug at seven pin

Class; First Baptist Church.
w ill meet at the home of Mrs.
George Shoemaker. Dudley
Drive, at seven p.m Officers
w ill be installed

•

M

Lydian Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
meet at the Fellowship Hall of
the church at 7:30 p.m.

1De0A -04611-By Abigai1 Van Buren

Pastor's Lesson:Speak
Up For The Oppressed

Ladies Day, Murray Club
Listed below are the
pairings and starting times for
the weekly Ladies' Day Golf at
the Murray Country Club for
Wednesday, Sept. 21, according to Cathryn Garrott,
the day's hostess.
Anyone wishing to play and
not listed should report to the
first tee by 9 a.m. and pairings
will be made to permit them to
participate. This week's
pairings are:
No. 1 Tee
Jean Doxee,
9:00 a.m.
Rowena Cullom, Lou Doran
and Alice Purdom.
9:05 a.m. — Anna Mary
Adams,Sue Costello, thus Orr
and Margaret Shuffett.
9:10 a.m. — Euldene
Robinson, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Betty Stewart and
Dianne Villanova.
9:15 a.m. — Edith Garrison,
Faira Alexander, Louise
Lamb and Rebecca Irvan.
9:20 a.m. — Venela Sexton,
Betty Lowry, Evelyn Jones
and Phyllis Kain.
9:25 a.m. — Toni Hopson,
Dorothy Fike, Carol Hibbard
and Betty Jo Purdom.
9:30 a.m. — JerIene
Sullivan, Frances Hulse and'
Euva Mitchell.
No. 7 Tee •
9:00 a.m. — Vicki Baker,
Pat McReynolds,Janice Howe

Tuesday. September 20
Murray Shrine Ladies will
DEAR ABBY: In stressing the ,(:.nortance of speaking
meet at the home of Mrs.
Coles Camp Ground United up for oppressed minorites, you published a quote and
William Moffett, Panorama Methodist Church Women will asked if anyone knew its origin
County
Calloway
Shores, at ten a.m. to resume meet at 7:30 p.m.
The original quote was somewhat different. Its author__
Retarded
of
Association
sewing for cgippled childrep,at
was Martin Niemoeller, who !•rr ed aboard a German
Citizens will meet at 730 p.m. St. Louis Shrine Hispital.
during World War I. He later became a Lutheran
Circle of Good U-boat When Hitler rose to /atm , Niemoeller opposed
floor
second
the
on
minister.
Each is to bring a saclnunch. Ruth Wilson
Shepherd United Methodist him and was promptly thrown into Theresienstadt —a Nazi
auditorium,' Special
meet at the concentration camp. At this camp 76.000 Jews (of which
Education Building, MSU.
Martin's Chapel United Church will
p.m.
1:30
at
church
15,000 were children) were sent to their death. At the time
Methodist Church Women will
of the liberation, only 100 children had survived.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at meet at the lake home of Mr.
When Pastor Niemoeller was released, he was asked,
the Calloway County Health and Mrs. Homer Charlton at
Murray Assembly No. 19 "How did the world let this happ,n9" He responded:
Center, North 7th and Olive six p.m.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
"In Germany, the Nazis first CaMe for the Communists,
Streets, at 7:30 p.m. Note
will meet at seven p.m. at the and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Communist. Then
Murray
Department,
Music
change in place.
ths.y. came for the Jews, and I didn't speak up because I
Woman's Club, will have a lodge hall.
wasn't a Jew. Then they came for the trade unionists, and I
•
at 6:30 p.m. at
Continuing salad supper
Community
didn't speak up because I wasn't a trade unionist. Then
house.
Nursing Education meeting the club
Murray TOPS Club will they came for the Catholics, and [didn't speak up because I
and by that time
will be held at Murrayat the Health Center at was a Protestant. Then they came for me,
meet
Dexter Senior Citizens will
tor me."
speak
to
left
one
no
was
there
Calloway County Hospital
p.m.
meet at the Dexter Center at seven
How sad that only 32 years have passed and many of us
conference room at 7:30 p.m. 9:30
a.m.
have already forgotten that lesson. Let this serve as a
Ellis Center will be open reminder.
SAN FRANCISCAN
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Tuesday Is
activities by the Senior
DEAR SAN: Thank you and the hundreds of other
program
library
with
Citizens
who sent me their version' of that brilliant quote.
readers
Bargain Nite
at 10:30 a.m., sack lunch at
The same sentiments were expressed by Thomas Paine
At These Theatres
noon,-and band practice at one 0737-18091, a revolutionary, whose writings greatly
influenced the political thinking of the leaders of the
p.111.
American Revolution.
APIPA III
He said, "He that would make his own liberty secure,
Recital by several members
guard even his enemy from oppression, for if he
must
Music
of MSU Department of
HOSPITAL NEWS 1
this duty, he establishe+ a precedent that will
violates
faculty will begin at 8:15 p.m.
to himself."
reach
in the Farrell Recital Hall.
•.•••:**:••.
•
And that, my friends, is what human rights are all about.
Adults 111
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
9-3-77
DEO.ABBY: I have been meaning to write this letter., Nursery 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
for years. but I never got around to it until now. I want you
Baby Girl Payne (motherto know that a letter in your columri signed TOO LATE
Tena ), No. 6 Wayncath Apts.,
caused me to visit my mother e‘ery'clay during her last
two years in a nursing home.
Paducah, Baby Girl Howard
I will always feel indebted to you, Dear Abby, for "(mother-Patsy Jane), R. 2
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
motivating me to do something that now permits me to live'
Box 218, Paris, Tn.
MEI
conscience.
SILVER
DISMISSALS
The women of the Oaks with a clear
GA.
AMERICUS,
J. E K . JR.,
7:25 r
Mrs. Jo E. Russell, R. 6 Box
Country Club will have a
STREAM
102, Murray, Mrs. Delene L.
luncheon on Wednesday,
DEAR MR. K.: Thanks. Your letter made my day.
loos Chestnut
Humphreys and Baby Girl,
September 21, at noon with
1416 Porter Ct., Paris,
Freda Steely and Mary
CONFIDENTIAL TO"FRIENDLESS" IN DE QUEEN,
Thru Wed.
9:25
Mrs. Brenda J. Owen 'and
Humphreys as chairman of ARK.: You can make more friends in one week by
Baby Girl, R. 2, Hazel, Miss
the hostesses.
becoming interested in other people than you can in a year
Amy D. Waldrop, R. 4 Box 92Other hostesses will be of trying to get other people interested in you.
hts! Don't Miss It
A, Murray, Mrs. Clara R.
Bobbie Buchanan, Linda
7:20,
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
Beach, R. 1 Box 65, Almo,
Cooper, Sue Pocock, Louise
Calif. 90069.
1010 Chestnut
9:35
Robert R. Rains, 114 N. 7th St.,
Miller, Randa Cunningham, reply, write to ABBY: Box, No, 69700, L.A.,
envelope, please.
self-addressed
stamped,
Enclose
Murray, Mrs. Alma Jo
Jane Taylor, Shirley Grasty,
Ends Thur.
Mathis, Box 5, Dexter, Mrs.
Pat Winchester, Pauline
Byrn,
Mabel L. Orr, Box 226,
McCoy, Dorothy
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Erma L.
Daphne Kimbro, Olivia
Wilson, 235 Riviera Ct.,
Marshall, Juanita Stallons,
Kerlick,
Bess
Murray, Stephen S. Vidmer,
Thomas,
Joyce
641N Central Ctr
Cook,
Mildred
R. 1, Murray, Miss Sandra
Jessie
L:45
•
.0
Gail Duncan, R. 6, Murray,
Robertson, and Mrs. William
%iv Thur.
Frances Drake
H. Suiter.
Ronald D. Hutchins, 340 West
at
played
nine
College, Mayfield, Wade E.
Bridge will be
FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1977
Green, R. 2, Hazel, Fred D.
a.m. with Doris Rose as
I he Moo of a sinner.
What kind of day will unusual venture — IF you have
7:15,
CI•el if
Gallirnore, R.2, Puryear, Tn.,
hostess. Golf will also be
what
prepared.
are
and
out
fina
facts
the
all
To
be?
tomorrow
9:10
permits.
the
if
weather
played
Mrs. Sadie N. Roach, Miller
forecast
SCORPIO
the
read
say,
stars
the
641 N centraietc
Rd.,Box 67,Hazel, Mrs. Sarah
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
given for your birth Sign.
Your planetary set-up highly
H. Panzera, Box 2025,
[Thru Thur.
auspicious. A good day for
University Station, MSU,
GLORIFY FOODS
important
with
pushing ahead
ARIES
Murray.
You can glorify three good
inissues — especially those
(Mar. 21 to Apc. 20)
foods all at once in this
lld
iltY
a
0,4
dan
Avoid overtaxing yourself — volving business and finance.
Open: 7:00
delicious sandwich filling:
"Beyond The
Music Department To
a tendency now. Temper your SAGITTARIUS
Start: 7:30
in South
Fold one-fourth cup of finely
ambitions and desires with (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Door" and
Avoid hilts and imcommon sense.
chopped dry roasted peanuts
Hold Supper Meeting
pulsiveness. Make no hasty
TAURUS
"Night Child"
into one-half pound of cottage
Thru Wed. I
Be
spending.
curb
and
decisions
21)
May
to
cheese with two chopped hard- ( Apr. 21
Do not judge the actions of especially careful to analyze
The Music Department of
cooked eggs, 12 chopped
others lightly — or with your budget if making travel
the
Murray Woman's Club will
pimento stuffed olives with
suspicion. Study all factors plans.
have its first meeting of the
00 one-eighth of a teaspoon carefully and you will arrive at CAPRICORN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•VIIIVI•
•
•
•
•
•• ••„••
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
year on Tuesday, September
more reliable conclusions.
celery salt. Makes filling for 4
Keep arrangements flexible.
GEMINI
20, at 6:30 p.m. This will be a
sandwiches.
•
•
•
Some unexpected changes
(May 22 to June 21)
salad supper.
Routine, the things you possible. On the personal side, a
The theme for the meeting
planned and expected would run' business associate may show a
will be "September Song" and
"just so" may suffer some romantic interest in you.
a group from the Paducah
delays. Take in stride, however, AQUARIUS
164'
"Sleet Adelines" will enand go on something else until (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)'
Personal relationships under
clouds lift and you get a better
tertain.
excellent influences. An adperspective.
vantageous social contact can
CANCER
sfirmly consolidated.
i
(June 22 to July 23) 4814-2v) noa
Bring any nnother. Yoe oust pelmet
Job and family affairs may
this cempon when yew bring yew
HOSPITAL PATIENT
conflict with each other, Ftfb. 20 to Mar.-20) X
your clothes
doming to Ilisoiso's amours.
$tirbulating influences. An
Mrs. I,exie Latham of
Possibly-v.,disturbed, your
coupon Good thru
will look better!
judgment may be clouded. unexpected happening in the
Kirksey has been dismissed
Sept 30 1977
Don't commit yourself to any forenoon could lead to an un- from Lourdes Hospital,
—
profitable
and
—
planned
new undertaking.
Paducah.
LEO
trip.
a OILS po.o.rs
(July 24 to Aug,231 412ii"k-xyour clothes will
A good day for promoting
YOU BORN TODAY are
business matters, with some endowed with a fine intellect,
last longer!
unusually good luck possible. great versatility and lofty
(Plain) I
Look for fine cooperation from ambitions. Your personality is a
each
gregarious one and you should
associates.
Bring any meeker. You most prisms
VIRGO
make many friends during an
this coopon when' you bring your
unusually interesting lifetime.
(Aug. 24 to Sept.' 23)
cleaning to Boone's Clowns's.
you 7/ feel
Coupor Good thru
Some unexpected situations You have remarkable intuition,
better!
Sept 30.1977
possible but, in general. great practicality and an ex•
r
prudence and steadiness will traordinary capacity for hard
Dryclean
keep your boat from rocking. work, which should lead you to
Your innate •adaptability a big the top in whatever field you
Often is a ,
ars
.1
13•0IL/I
choose as a career. And here
aid.
"Good Habit"'
LIBRA
you have many - choices,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 ---4"
notably; literature, the theater,
to get into!
Early hours may be jurisprudence, medicine and
somewhat dull, but you need not finance. Birthdate of: Upton
change your plans. Go ahead Sinclair, author; Sophia Loren,
Bring any frontier. You oust present "!
and take new steps. launch an film star.
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Sept 30.1477

VIA

and Carla Rexroat.
9:10 a.m. — Mary Belle
Overby, Jenny Hutson and
Lorraine Maggard.
9:15 a.m. — Ruth Wilson,
Mary Watson, Kitty Freeman
and Eddie M. Outland.
9:20 a.m. —Mickey Phillips,
Chris Graham and Urbena
Koenan.
Last week's winners were:
Championship Flight:
Phylis Kain, medalist, and
Margaret Shuffett, low net.
Dianne
Flight:
First
Villanova, medalist, and
Cathryn Garrott, low net.
Second Flight: Mickey
Phillips, medalist, and
Rowena Collom, low net.
Third Flight: Lorraine
Maggard, medalist, and Eddie
Mae Outland, low net.

NANCE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Nance,
1708 Calloway, Murray, are
the parents of a baby girl,
Shawna Kelley, weighing
eight pounds measuring 19t4
inches, born on Monday,
August 29, at 1:47 p.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
The father is self employed
with Gunner's Used Cars and
Cleanup Shop.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Nance of Bell City
and Mr. and Mrs. Bob Parrish
of Dexter Route One. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Parrish of Dexter
Route One, Mr. and Mrs. Osro
Butterworth of Murray Route
One, and Mr. and Mrs. Rice
Futrell of Murray. Great
great grandparents are Mrs.
Chlora Farmer of Murray and
Grover Puckett of Dexter
Route One.

*MURRAY - Jaycee
Fairgrounds
SAT. GA One Day
Only
SEPT. &ffil
Shows at
4:30 & 8:00 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees Presents

ICiilff

•••
•••••••Zok:.:•••••••

tonitels movies

Oaks Club Women
Plan For Events

FP711
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Jr-ai
Modes:
Jug&3~

Your Individual
Horoscope

us-Arnim

ChilI

ONE
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ow
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lorktY

An
MINUTES
POPULAR ,.ACRES OF
TENTS I"V THRILLS • LAUGHS 100
PRICES
RIPSWVIKS and General Admiss,on T,ckalts co sale Coc,,s Da. af
Shoregfounds One HOW Proof' to Performance

* SAVE NNW DUETS AT REDUCED PRICES tglemelltalf sow SAYE *
Bank of Murray - Downtown, Peoples Bank - Downtown, Scott Drug Downtown & Chestnut, Murray Supply Lawn and Garden Center

Put a little
sizzle into your
Tuesday.
Sirloin Stockade Special Steak!
A delicious Steak that
will melt in your mout;i! We serve
it sizzlin' hot with your choice
of potato and a thick slice
of Stockade Toast.

nad,

DRYCLEAN OFTEN!

iverkimaa

DO IT!

DO IT!

Dresses
$189

Boone's

cti

a al&rba•11'

Laundry 81 Cleaners
•

605 Main St.

-The Cleaners Interested in you''

Samtone

Call for
pick-up
delivery

753-2552
N. 12th 5t.
13th I, Main
th L Pop.

Bel-Air
Center,
Murray

INCLUDES

Free
MLOIN
ATOCICAbE

Salad Bar and Drink
Try a S' Cone

THE FAMIL Y STEAKHOUSE
NOM tlam-lOpm Weekdays- 11 a m -10

p m Sat & Sun

C I\'‘_locken.T )_?
GOrPer

SA4cfra--Henry, Owner

Shirts 3 for9o9
Laundered

)
- yity

99

Bedspreads $159
Boar Size
I
Bring any number. Too must present
this coupon when you bring year
cleowleg to Boone's Cleaners.

q0N
vcce

Getting settled
made simple.

Mew towndilemmas fade
,
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time ancTmoney,
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.

Comm Good thru
Sept 10;1977
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After Lance
WASHINGTON — The possibility
that Alice Rivlin may be Bert Lance's
replacement as budget director is one
clue that his departure from the
Washington Scene, now fervently
desired even by his old friends, will be
no means end President Carter's
deepening troubles.
Economist Rivlin, director of the
Congressional Budget Office, is being
pushed for the Office of Management
and Budget OMB) by Congressmen
and labor leaders convinced that only
dramatically increased federal
spending can save the faltering
economy. The end of Lance,they feel, is
a golden opportunity for somebody —
Mrs. Rivlin, say — less committed to a
balanced budget. Lance has vigorously
championed the business community's
view that opeahing the ftderal spending
taps invites disaster.
Not only will the coming economicpolitical crisis be more difficult for the
President to handle without Lance, but
he may have to do it in a political
atmosphere polluted with suspicion and
President's
The
accusations.
mishandling of the Lance affair has
whetted post-Watergate blood lust with
talk of other coverups and claims that
the Carter presidency is permanently
tainted.
• Lance feels the certainty of his
departure may be a shade premature at
this writing. "You won't believe this,"
he told a colleague early this week,
"but I'm going to win this fight."
However, nobody at the Whitelibuse
believes that, and one insider
personally close to Lance puts it this
way: "The President will fire him if he
doesn't OR."
Assuming Lance is a goner, Mr.
Carter must immediately face
economic problems of a kind
uncongenial to Presidents.
A mythology has originated among

Isn't It The Truth
Another thing about politicans that
scares us is the knowledge that if one of
them speaks long enough about
anything at all, there are bound to be
some who will believe him; even if he
says there is no pollution, or that the
press should be controlled, or that Billy
Carter is not a thinker, or that the earth
is flat.

the
administration's
middle-level
officials and spread into the press: the
reason for the soggy, sluggish economy
is Lance's successful opposition to an
individual tax rebate and heavy federal
spending.
With Lance partially immobilized the
last six weeks, the spenders have
attacked. The Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) is
pushing a new budget whose excess
over Lance's ceiling, in the words of one
OMB official, is "one of the biggest
people here have ever seen.'
This may merely reflect the strongwilled Patricia Roberts Harris,
Secretary of HUD,but the implications
are wider. With Lance no longer the
watchdog, HUD is coming up with
spending figures that — if duplicated
throughout the government — would
transform Carter economic policy.
Other departments will be watching
closely.
Obviously, the ultimate success of
Mrs. Harris and her colleagues will be
significantly influenced if not
determined by who succeeds Lance.
Mrs. Rivlin is the choice of both the
bureaucracy and Capitol Hill and has
substantial support in the Treasury.
White House aides report that Robert
Strauss, the President's trade
negotiator, strongly opposes that
selection. But the political push will be
toward a more permissive voice at
OMB,whether Mrs. Rivlin or upt.
Indeed, that push is so strong that key
Democratic operatives are certain that
an un-Lanced administration will
forsake a balanced budget and go*
t a
spending binge before the 1978 election..
But how to camouflage such a program
to make it faintly palatable to the
business community?
Some staffers at the White House and
Treasury think a moderate "incomes
policy" — wage and price guideposts —
may be the answer. But here the
camouflage may be worse than what it
hides. Besides, Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal is adamantly
opposed to guideposts:
A more realistic camouflage would
be retaining Dr. Arthur Burns for
another two years after his term as
chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board expires next January. There was
no chance whatever of Burns's
reappointment until the Lance affair;
now, the White House is at least
considering keeping Burns on as a

Coming Up At MSU
TUESDAY,SEPT.20
A recital, presented by several
members of the Murray State
Department of Music faculty, will begin
at 8:15 p. m. in the Farrell Recital Hall
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
THURSDAY,SEPT.22
A colloquium, sponsored by the
Department of Philosophy, will be held
in Room 500 of Faculty Hall beginning
at 3:30 p. m. It will be open to all
philosophy students and other
interested individuals. There will be no
charge.
Comedian Michael Freman will
perform in the Student Center
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
FRIDAY,SEPT.23 --Murray State's cross-country team
will travel to Jonesboro, Ark., for a
meet with Arkansas State University,
beginning at 4 p. m.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
SEPT.Z3 and 24
The Racer golfers will be hosts to
approximately 15 teams from across
the Midwest in the Murray State
Invitational Tournament, an. annual
local classic. Thirty-six holes of play
are scheduled at the Murray Country
Club for Sept. 23 and 18 holes on Sept. 24
( medal play r. Rounds should be
completed by noon Saturday.
FRIDAY,SEPT.23 THROUGH
WEDNESDAY,OCT.5
An exhibition of sculpture and
drawings by Pamela Troutman,
Owensboro,a three-dimensional design
exhibition by Barbara Weber Kilby,
Louisville, and a stained .glass
exhibition by Dennis Weeks, Brockton,
Mass., will be on display in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
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Nevis and Sports

SATURDAY,SEPT.24
Murray State will meet Tennessee
Tech in an Ohio Valley Conference
football game at 7:30 p. m. in Roy
Stewart Stadium. Special activities will
include a fireworks display sponsored
by the university and People's Bank.
The ticket prices are: $4, $3.50, $2.50,
and $1.50.
An American Quarter Horse
Association Horse Show will be held
from 9 a. m. to midnight in the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. The admission is $1.

An AP News Analysis

reassurance to business that will be all
the more necessary if the spenders take
over here.
To Bert Lance and business-oriented
and economists, the worst of all
possible worlds beckons: heavy
spending that will not cure
unemployment while a compensatory
tight money policy at the Fed
conducted by Burns drives up interest
rates and depresses the bond market.
Blumenthal and Strauss, rivals who
have been at odds with each other, are
the only administration officials who
might avert this course.
Fiddling over the Panama Canal
while the economy threatens to burn,
Jimmy Carter has shied away from the
difficult questions of money. But what
has been unpleasant up to now may
become impossible when, having
drawn first blood, the wolves descend
.on Mr. Carter determined not to let the
Lance affair end so quickly.

or

EARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare pay for
my wife's physical therapy? She is athome recovering from back surgery
and her doctor said that a skilled nurse
or an R.N. must perform the therapy.
— J.C.
A. Medicare's Part "A" will pay for
the therapy if your wife qualifies. It will
pay for all services for up to 100 home
health visits after the start of one
benefit period and before the start of
another. These visits, which must be
medically necessary and be furnished
by a participating home health agency,
can be paid for up to a year after her
most recent discharge from a hospital
or participating nursing facitity.
The qualifications are:
1. She must have been in a
participating (or otherwise qualified )
hospital for at least three days in a row.
2. The continuing care must include
part-time skilled nursing care for
physical or speech therapy.
3. She must be confined to your home
4. The doctor must have determined
she needed home health care and set up
a plan for her within 14 days after her
discharge from the hospital.
5. The home health care must be for
further treatment of a condition for
which she received services as a bed
patient in the hospital or skilled nursing
facility.
If a nurse comes from a home health
agency twice in one day, this counts as
two visits.
For people on Medicare, Heartline
developed "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book has been

6

completely updated and is written in
easy-to-underg*id, question-andanswer form., It 'includes a complete
explanation of Medicare's Part "A"
and ''B," an explanation of "reasonable
charges" and a sample Medicare claim
form with instructions on how to fill it
out.
To order your copy, send $1.50 Co
-Heartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. This book is completely
guaranteed. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I
have seen
advertisements on television about a
group called ACTION. Can you tell me
about te— T.C.
A. There are many opportunities
from ACTION for older Americans to
give of themselves in many programs,
which are funded by the federal
government- and donations from
individuals. The different programs are
RSVP, Foster Grandparents, VISTA,
Peace Corps and SCORE.For complete
information on these, write to ACTION,
Washington, D.C.,20525.
HEARTLINE: I am 62 years old and
am still working. I'm thinking about
taking early retirement, but am finding
it difficult to make the decision. I don't
really know what to expect if I do retire
early and what to expect if I don't.
Could you send me any Information
about Social Security? Would I benefit
by taking it early?
A. If you decide to retire early, you
should sign up for your Social Security
office three months before you expect
to start drawing.
At age 62, you would have to take a
reduction in benefits. You would be
eligible to receive 80 per cent of your
age 65 benefits.
Retiring at age 62 reduces your
benefits 20 per cent, but you would draw
your benefits for three more years.
You'll have to weigh the difference for
your decision. Your local Social
Security office should be able to help
you figure the amounts.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

The Editor's
Notebook
By GENE MiCUTCIIEON
:Murray Ledger & Times Editor
World Research, Inc., a,non-profit,
educational institute based in San
Diego, Calif., which develops materials
on economic philosphy for college and
high school students, has summarized
the major conchisions of its 1977
National Opinion Survey.
Questionnaires consisting of n
questions designed to interpret
attitudes towards the free market
system were sent to 20,000 randomlyselected college students, high school
teachers and junior college university
professors. The response rate to the
survey was 23 per cent.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

WR1 listed its summary of major
conclusions as follows:
Less than 9 per cent of all students
and faculty understand well the
meanings of basic economic terms like
"ftee market," "mixed economic
system," and "collectivistic system."
Only one out of five holds views
consistent with free market principles.
The opinions of college students
toward the free market remain largely
unchanged since 1973.
High school and college instructors
are nearly as unfavorable to the free
market as are students.
0+0
Opinions gained from the survey
were:
— Only 16 per cent of all students are
consistently pro-free market. Another
28 per cent are consistently anti-free
market.
— About 37 per cent do not think
individual liberty is in peril when the
government is given more power, and.. •

Airman Second Class Donald D.
Danner has been awarded the
Outstanding Airman's Award for July
at Orlando Air Force Base,Florida.
Deaths reported include Ray
Maddox,age 83.
— 67 Per cent of the students do not
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Ferguson of New
believe
in a strictly limited
Concord will celebrate their golden
government.
wedding anniversary with open house
— More students are worried about
at their home on September 24.
connections between business and
Dr. Kathleen Jones, Southern Baptist
government(57 per cent.
missionary to Indonesia, formerly of
.
. - than are worried abour
Murray, will be the featured speaker at
connections
between labor unions and
the annual session of the Southwestern
government
(
42 per cent).
Baptist WMU at Hopkinsville on
— Almost three-quarters of all
Mrs.
T.
A.
according
to
26,
September
students think there would be many
Thacker of Murray, president.
large monopolies in a free market...
Officers for the Calloway County
'Yet 55 per cent of these students say
High School Band are David Erwin,
government is the cause of today's
Mickey Rose, Sarah Alexander, and
monopolies.
Martha Sills.
— About 56 per cent think the
government "should legislate that
which is for your own good"
Paul Hodges of Trenton, Tn.., began ( paternalism)...
his ministry for the College Church of
Yet 78 per cent of these students do
Christ, Murray, on September 8.
not think the government should outlaw
Deaths reported include Edd C. actions which do not threaten the life,
Jones, age 86, and Beatrice Ann Ross, liberty, or property of others.
age 12.
— This means that at least 43 per
An eight weeks nurses aide course cent of the students ( the excess of 65 per
will start September 30 at the Murray cent plus 78 per cent over 100 per cent
Hospital.
hold contradictory views on these
The Rev. H. W. Owen and the Rev. H. points — and the percentage may be
I„ Lax will be speakers at the
much higher.
homecoming services on September 22
— A further contradiction shows in
at the Lynn Grove Methodist Church, that a full 70 per cent of the students
according to Joel Crawford, church lay
believe it is permissible for 'The
leader.
government to force people to be-tong io
Births reported include a boy to Mr. a welfare security program.
and Mrs. J. D. Schroader on September
This may stein from their belief held
8. and a girl, Rita, to Mr. and Mrs. by 87 per cent that the free market
Wayne Wilson on September 17,
cannot adequatels take care of those
now on Welfare.
-- Regarding the energy crisis, only
This week marked the close of fifteen 30 per cent of the students think private
enterprise can do a better job than
years of service as executive secretary
government in allocating present
of the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross for Mrs. B. energy supplies and in finding new
Melugin. She has tendered her energy resources
--- Only 47 per cent think the private
resignation due to illness and has been
succeeded by Mrs. Mary Pace who has enterprise system can deliver gas and
electric power more efficiently than
been her assistant.
Mrs..Hansford Doran took top honors government,
and...
by winning the largest number or
Only 43 per cent of the students do not
ribbons in all Women's Division Groups
of the Calloway County Fair. Mrs. want to nationalize the oil companies
0.0
Herman Darnell was runner up.
We'll let you 'It-awn your own
Dr. J. E. Dillard of Nashville, Tn..
will be the speaker at the revival conclusions
services at the First Baptist Church,
September 21-28, aiicarding to the Rev.
Braxton B. Sawyer, pastor.
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius spoke on "The
Democracy of Books" at the meeting of
I am the good shepherd: the good
the J. N. Williams ChIpter of the United
shepherd giveth his life for the
Daughters of the Confederacy held at
sheep. John 10:11.
Just as the shepherd leads his
the home of Mrs. I.. P. Jackson.
flock and provides for their needs,
Good quality fat steers sold for $20 to
so -Jesus provides for our spiritual
04 -Murray- LIVe'fitilek
-tor
'needs. He -g:iCe eitri
Company this week.

20 Years Ago

Carroll And Hubbard
Burying The Hatchet
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)—Have you
met those old friends—Gov. Julian
Carroll and Congressman Carroll
Hubbard?
True, the last you may have heard
was that the talkative politicians were
constantly at each other's throat.
But times change even in state
politics and the latest word is that the
two lay preachers from western
Kentucky are clucking appreciatively
at each other.
"Carroll and I have reminded
ourselves of our previous strong
friendship," the governor said.
"I appreciate the recent and obvious
closer ties between Julian and me," the
1st District U.S. representative said.
After recovering from the shock,
some observers might wonder from
whence came this burst of warmth and
comradeship between two clever
officeholders who used to stay up nights
thinking of ways to rip each other
politically.
.The best guess is based on additional
remarks by Carroll and Hubbard: it
appears that constituents of both,
especially in western Kentucky, were
growing frustrated at becoming
entwined in the feud.
"Both of us recognized we have a
strong obligation to our constituents to
work together in their best interests
instead of being at loggerheads," the
governor said. To that extent we are

Opinion Page

And Hubbard related that a county
judge told him recently that good
relations between the two made it
easier for county officials to seek help
from both the state and federal
governments.
Carroll said the two had mutual
friends in western Kentucky "who said
to me they wished you and Hubbard
could patch up your quarrel—it would
make it easier on us."
The governor added that "apparent!
(Hubbard) has received the same kind
of encouragement."
Carroll and 0 Hubbard found
themselves together at the traditional
annual political rally at Fancy Farm
near Mayfield last month and used the
occasion to exchange friend
comments.
They may also have reached a
gentlemen's agreement to try not to
block efforts of mutual friends seeking
favors or various types of aid.
But they have reached r
understanding on their respe
political destinies.
Hubbard remains a pos.
Democratic candidate for govern
1979 against Carroll's proki
choice—state
Copmen
Corruhissioner Terry McBrayer.
"I have not discussed
governorship with (Hubbard ar,
also carefully refrained f
mentitining it,2 th4oVell1OF said.
"It is a decision he'll have to I'
r

apart from our relative positions of
governor and congressman."
Carroll recalled that Hubbard was a
longtime supporter of former Gov. Bert
Combs—on whose ticket Carroll
became lieutenant governor in 1971—
and abacked him,too.
"I considered him to be a close friend
since his entry into politics—up until I
became governor (in 1974) at which
point our relationship became
somewhat estranged," Carroll said.
That might be an understatement.
The Carroll and Hubbard attitudes
about the other bordered on paranoia.
At one point the Carroll crowd was
accusing Hubbard of trying to block the
nomination of William Cox of
Madisonville as Federal Highway
Administrator. Cox, an intimate of the
governor, has has the post.
Another time, Hubbard charged the
state administration was putting the
fundraising squeeze on shit) mine
operators in eastern Kentucky. That
furor ended inconclusively.
But all that is forgotten temporarily
in the glow of cooperation, though that
too may be temporary.
For example, Carroll has been
among the governors leading the fight
for President Carter to ratify the
Panama Canal Treaty.
Hubbard has declared he is
vigorously opposed to the treaty, and
last week released the results of his
questionnaire indicating ,KentuckianS .
overwhelmingly support his stand.

30 Years Ago

Bible Thought
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1 Falcons, Browns And Giants
1 All Get Opening Upset Wins

Standing On
The Firing Line
4
t
:

By Mike Brandon
"ports f-

Another Day Left For Tigers
Tigers keep good attitudes, they should be
And so it is Monday.
very tough for the last five games.
are
legs
the
player,
If you are a football
So all is not lost. Just because they lost 42. still a little stiff and the ribs are beginning to
doesn't mean they will quit or fold.
0
Friday
or
Friday
on
win
you
If
better.
feel a little
win another
• Saturday, every play stands out and you It doesn't mean they won't
and 18-year-old
• 'walk on a cloud until you get knocked off the game. No, they are all 17
. first time you get solidly hit in practice kids.
They aren't college players. Instead, they
'Monday afternoon.
all "the boy down the block" and they
are
But if you lose...
of local fans.
-Pi*-:iihing seems to be a blur, a bad need the continued fine support
ahead.
are
days
Better
pinching
like
dream and probably, you feel
yourself just to make sure you didn't wind
In case you looked at the statistics in
up and get lost somewhere in the twilight
Saturday's paper and wondered what
zone.
happened on the rushing stats, a line was
to
happens
who
tefr
a
sportswri
are
you
If
up accidentally during the makeup
covered
like the outdoors, the pain is from hiking
• trails in the backwoods. The sore ribs are of the page.
The first line of the rushing stats should
from falling on giant rocks and whatever.
have shown Grettis Burnphis with 67 yards,
But the blur, it's about the same.
and Greg Garland
It seems like ages ago when Murray High Keith Farless with 22
-fl.
lost 42-0 to Mayfield Friday night. But out of with
Also, if you notice a difference in our
the blur, the hurt and the memories of the
and statistics in other papers,
statistics
loss comes this: there will be other games.
these few things: if a player is on
r
remembe
it?
doesn't
"
schoolish
"grade
sounds
That
goes up to the 27 and fumbles,
and
20
own
his
To say there's always another day. But it's
yards rushing. Or if
true. Murray High is a good football team. he still gets the seven
his own 40 and he
is
ge
scrrrnrna
of
line
the
The
team.
Mayfield is an excellent
recovers on the
team
other
the
and
difference in good and excellent just fumbles
with minus 12
assessed
is
player
the
28,
some
On
Friday.
happened to be 42 points
rushing.
other night, even on the same field, the. yards
In a game with a total of six fumbles lost,
• difference in good ,and excellent could have
will have a few discrepancies. If six
you
been one point.
will get six
The fact Mayfield scored first and had an people are keeping stats, you
totals.
different
the
ze
early 14-0 lead had to simply demorali
'Otherwise:
Tigers. Even if you don't want to admit it,
-The predictions on Friday's high school
you know when you are down 14-0 to
games were
Mayfield, you probably won't catch up games were 7-2 while the OVC
21-7 and the
now
is
mark
school
high
The
5-2.
again.
is 11-4.
OVC
the
in
games
picking
for
- But the simple fact is Murray High has record
note,
this
And
32-11.
is
both
for
tdtal
The
must
now
they
and
of
be
ashamed
to
nothing
rg
Wittenbe
over
four
by
picked
was
Eastern
'lay aside all the memories of the game, try
said.
column
the
as
40
not
and
begin
and
mistakes
their
from
learn
to
'
-One of the rules of picking games is
• thinking about the rest of the season.
This Friday, it will be Heath. Don't think never to compare scores. Take this one for
for a minute since Heath beat Fulton County instance: Brentwood beat Mayfield by 22
by 28.
. by 35 and Murray beat the same team by 49 and Mayfield won over Fort Campbell
d
Brentwoo
pick
you'd
scores,
g
comparin
By
favored.
. the Tigers will be heavily
In fact, Heath will probably be favored by 50 over Fort Campbell. I picked
it,
• over the Tigers but it should be a much Brentwood by 14 and wouldn't you know
Fort Campbell won by 14.
closer game.
If Murray could win one of its next two • Now for the topping:
Delta State, as you know, beat Murray 38'games, it's very likely the Tigers could have
a, highly successful season. Afterall, *hen 0 a weekend ago. Murray had previously
you play the likes of Mayfield, Heath and beaten Southeast Missouri 13-6. By
Caldwell CountY7 on successive weekends, comparing scores, you'd have to pick Delta
you aren't doing badly if you win one of State by 45 over SEMO. Since it wasn't an
OVC game, I didn't pick it and it's a good
those three.
too. Southeast Missouri 24, Delta State
thing
five
first
the
after
the
season,
of
The rest
games_ will be downhill for the Tigers. And 21.
Racers,there is some hope.
•: by playing three such strong clubs, if the
.
• -c •

By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
The Oakland Raiders did
their thing and the Minnesota
Vikings did theirs. Like the
man said, the more things
change, the more they remain
the same.
The Raiders picked up
against San Diego where they
left off last season, with the
defense doing lethal but legal
things and Ken Stabler
throwing touchdown passes en
route to a 24-0 whitewashing of
the Chargers. It was the same
score by which the two teams
finished the 1976 regular
season against each other.
The Vikings, meanwhile,
picked up where they left off
last January - losing. This
time it wasn't the Raiders
doing the damage, the way
they did in Super Bowl XI. It
was Roger Staubach and the
Dallas Cowboys, by a 16-10
sudden-death overtime score.
The last time the Vikings had
been beaten at home was in
the 1975 playoffs. They were
victimized by ... who else? ...
Roger Staubach and the
SOCCER
HONK KONG - Tony
Field's goal with two minutes
remaining in the game
enabled the Cosmos of the
North American Soccer
League to gain a 1-1 tie with a
Chinese All-Star team in an
exhibition game,played before
80,000 fans in Peking.

firstdown snap and took off for
reyss.ome changes, York Jets 0. Tonight it's San
DaTlhlaesreCowwebo
the left corner of the end zone.
Francisco at Pittsburgh.
He made it-barely.
"It's nice to get a shutout
of course, in the NFL course of
With a little luck, the
things. A few teams did rise up and great to get off to a Vikings wouldn't have even
and shock fans and foes alike: winning start," said Raiders had the chance to try and stop
-The Atlanta Falcons gave Coach John Madden. And it him. After Minnesota's Fred
Coach Leeman Bennett a must have been particularly Cox kicked a 35-yard field goal
firstgarne present of a 17-6 nice to see a couple of rookies with 1:25 left in the fourth
victory over Joe Namath and - people the Raiders didn't period to tie it, Dallas drove
figure to be playing-figuring deep into Viking turf - but
the Los Angeles Rams.
-The Cleveland Browns strongly in the scoring.
Efren Herrera missed a 27Rookie Lester Hayes yakr1 field goal try with three
marched into Cincinnati,
declawed the Bengals with a blocked a punt, rookie Randy seconds left.
ferocious defense and waltzed McClanahan scooped up the
All it did was prolong the
out with a 13-3 victory, their loose ball and ran 18 yards to agony for the Vikes.
first triumph in Riverfront the San Diego 13, and Stabler
Falcons 17, Rams6
cashed it in with seven-yard
Stadium inwfiivteh
"I think no matter what
-The New York Giants scoring toss to Cliff Branch. we'd have done, the way they
with
ntested Later, rookie Jeff Barnes
untested
went
were playing, we'd have had a
Jerry Golsteyn recover
fumble by San
time," said Namath,
tough
y Rodgers, and
,and rode his first pro TD pass Diego's J
who completed half his 30
it into a one- and other opportunistic Stabler t
passes for 141 yards-and lost
moments- to a 20-17 victory yard TD flip Dave Casper.
33 of them when he was sacked
-perfect
"It was
over the grizzled Washington
three times by the Falcons.
game," San piego Coach
Redskins.
Namath threw a 27-yard
s e things remained Tommy Prothroaid.
O h, some
touchdown pass to Harold
He wasn't talking about his
vers much the same - like
Jackson for the game's first
Tanipa Bay and Seattle, Chargers.
score. Thereafter it gas all
Cowboys 16, Vikings 10
whose expansion futility of
Atlanta one one-yard TD
1976 resumed with frustration
Roger Staubach, who has plunges by running back
in 1977, punchless offenses gotten his lumps running with Haskel
and
Stanback
by porous the ball, got the 'okay from
compounded
ack Scott Hunter and
quarterb
defenses. The Bucs were Coach Tom Landry to try it
a 33-yard field goal by Nick
beaten 13-3 by Philadelphia against the Vikings with the Mike-Mayer.
and the Seahawks were belted ball on the Minnesota fourBrowns 13, Bengals 3
29-14 by Baltimore.
yard line midway in the fifth
of
disposed
Having
In Sunday's other season period.
i, perhaps the team
Cincinnat
openers it was Chicago 30,
He got a few more harmless to beat this year in the
Detroit 20; New England 21, lumps - and six big points. American Conference Central
Kansas City 17; Miami 13, The Dallas quarterback, who Division,
Cleveland
Buffalo 0; Green Bay 24, New earlier had pitched a seven- quarterback FIFian Sipe began
Orleans 21), Denver 7,St. Louis yard pass to Preston Pearson - thinking big ...That is, BIG!
0. and Houston 20, the New for a touchdown, took the
"If we win two of our next
three games, nobody can keep
us out of the playoffs," he said
of 'a Murderer's Row of
schedule - New England,
Pittsburgh and Oakland.

Tennessee Tech Gears Up For
MSU, Rips Youngstown 38-22

Kelly rolled in from the four led 3-13 at the half but the
By The Associated Press
coughed up four
With the exception_ of and Kent Woemer dove in Hilltoppers
in the second
ions
intercept
Valley
from the one.
Tennessee Tech, Ohio
off a
The Buccaneers, 0-2, lost to half. Keith Luck picked
Conference football teams
30-yard field
a
up
set
to
pass
10
Sept.
er
37-21
lacklust
Alabama
North
spent another
before Parnell grabbed
Saturday, gearing up for and host Eastern Kentucky goal
, and the Zips scored
another
this
clashes
.
Saturday
ague
intra-le
plays later.
four
weekend.
Charles Parnell intercepted
Quarterback Milton Jenkins
Parnell recorded Akron's
passes and ran one back
three
of
scored touchdowns on runs
touchdown when he
last
Akron
as
n
touchdow
a
for
16 yards and one yard and
intercepted a pass from
Western
trounced
y
Universit
another
notched
Lamar Mike
night. Hilltopper quarterback Doug
six points on a 36-yard jaunt in Kentucky 24-3 Saturday
got its Bartholomew and ran 27 yards
Kentucky
Western
e
Tennesse
as
quarter
the first
field goal and into the end zone.
Tech rolled to a 38-22 victory lone score on a
State.
wn
Youngsto
over
Tech's Craig Rolle was on
the receiving end of a 29-yard
scoring pass from substitute
signal caller Jimmy Maynord,
while Jesse Dorsey bulled into
the end zone from the two and
Wayne Anderson added a 20Cubs 6-0, Meta 3-6
Obscured by McCovey's day
WACO,Texas( AP)-Kentucky's football team is in a rut.
-' By BARRY W1LNER
the
became
Reuschel
yard field goal.
Rick
of
was the five-hit pitching
else could you explain Kentucky's continued inability
How
AP Sports Writer
•
Tech, 2-0, dumped Western
second 20-game winner this
second game on its schedule each season?
the
win
to
• The Cincinnati Reds are one Bob Knepper, who won his
season in the Cubs' opening Carolina 41-21 in its opener
to opportunistic Baylor last weekend was the
loss
21-6
A
game from elimination in the fourth game in the his last five
game triumph. Reuschel,20-8, Sept. 10 and travels to Murray fifth consecutive second-game loss for Kentucky under
.
decisions
West
National League's
drove State Saturday.
Elsewhere in the National doubled and tripled, and
Coach Fran Curci and its seventh in row overall. Not since a
Division race and they have
run.
Austin Peay squeaked out a
winning
the
in
blasted
Louis
St.
League,
for
16-3 win over KANSAS State in 1970 has Kentucky managed
blame
to
Willie McCovey
The Mets took the nightcap 17-15 victory over Mars Hill to win the second game on its schedule.
Philadelphia 12-5, Pittsburgh
it.
with a five-run seventh capped Saturday as Mike Meador
As has been the case in past seasons, Kentucky,1-1, lost the
On "Willie McCovey Day" beat Montreal 7-5 and Chicago
Steve Henderson's two-run booted an 18-yard field goal in latest of iis second games through mistakes. Baylor,also 1-1,
by
a
split
Mets
the
and
at" Candlestick Park, the
Swan the last two minutes. Coveak
Craig
triple.
scored easy touchdowns after a Kentucky fumble and two'
veteran Giants' slugger doubleheader, the Cubs taking
just four hitsgiCut Moody paced the winning
red
surrende
Mets
the
and
6-3
opener
the
breakdowns in the Wildcat kicking game.
singled in the winning run in
needed relief help from Bob Governors with 84 yards on 15
The Baylor defense scored one touchdown on Ken
the ninth inning as San winning the nightcap 6-0.
Myrick, who recorded his first carries.
8
Dodgers
9,
Braves
's 12-yard run with a blocked Kevin Kelly punt and
3-2.
Singleton
Reds
the
Francisco beat
Mars Hills missed two
A four-home run assault by save.
drives of three and 12 yards.
scoring
up
set
Even though the Dodgers lost
conversions, one a kick and
-We went into the game believing we could win with our
9-8 to Atlanta, Los Angeles the Dodgers was not enough to
A
run.
d
the other an attempte
kicking and defense," said Baylor Coach Grant Teaff, whose
clinched a tie for the division outslug the Braves. Ron Cey
touchdown pass late in the
and Reggie Smith each hit
strategy included an all-out effort to block a
title.
North pregame
the
for
game
punt.
Kentucky
"Without a doubt, this is one home run No. 30, Steve
Carolinians was called back
"He (Kelly) gets it off slow," said Teaff. "We thought we
of the great moments in my Garvey slammed his 31st and
a penalty.
on
but
28,
No.
got
Baker
Dusty
a.chance to block one, and we wound up getting one that
had
career," said McCovey, whose
Austin Peay quarterback
us the clinching touchdown."
gave
15th game-winning hit of the Jeff Burroughs' 40th roundRandy Cristophel completed
of all, give Baylor credit," said Curci. "I thought
"First
season sent_ Derrel Thomas tripper and Brian Asselstine's
only four of 14 passes, but one
a really enthusiastic game."
played
home with the decisive run. 111ird helped Atlanta win the
they
was a 74-yard scoring strike to
Kentucky's effort was something less than adequate, he
•'What could be better than to game.
Richard Smith of Paris fired Steve Highfill.
Cardinals 12, Phillies 5
added.
be given a day, have all those
The Goys, 1-1, fell 23-10 to
Keith Hernandez slugged a red-hot, six-under par 138 to
-We never got our team started up," said Curci."We never
nice things said about you and
ey
of
Tennesse
in the the Universit
d any play when it counted.
generate
then cap it by winning the his third grand slam of the capture honors
year, tying a National League championship flight of the Martin • Sept. 10 and host
our players played hard. We were just unable to
think
"I
game."
nt held Western Kentucky in their
the play that would keep us going. I wish I could... just
make
McCovey received several record, and Lou Brock went 5- Jaycee Golf Tourname
.
Henry-Calloway home opener Saturday
long ovations before the game for-5 to lead St. Louis' romp. at the
we played a bad game, but we didn't play that bad."
Ernie House uncorked two say
off
came
blast
z'
this
Hernande
Puryear
at
an
given
Club
jumped ahead for good in the second period when
Baylor
Country
when he was
• touchdown passes, one for 76
l on a Kentucky fumble at the Wildcat three.
Burnsfel
automobile by the Giants and reliever Warren Brusstar in weekend.
Ron
yards to Carl Greene, in the
second
nine-run
'
Cardinals
the
the
of
the final yard four plays later.
National
plunged
Blair
member
from
a
a plaque
Smith,
Gary
grand Austin Peay golf team, won by third period but Eastern
third period, a center snapped that sailed over the
the
In
League President Club inning and was the sixth
Kentucky wound up on the
of punter Kevin Kelly was covered by Baylor at the
Feeney honoring his 2,000th slam of the season for St. 12 strokes over Tommy Myers
end of a 17-14 contest head
losing
Louis.
12. Quarterback Sammy Bickham went the final
hit.
Kentucky
who was second with a 150.
with Wittenburg Saturday.
Bob Forsch, 18-6, was the
for the touchdown three plays later.
yards
Darrell Dunlap had a 151 to
five
Eastern Kentucky trailed
winner but left the game after win the first flight while
In the fourth period, Baylor's Ken Griffin blocked a Kelly
as
at
halftime
10-0
leg
pulled
a
with
five innings
at the Kentucky 12 and Singleton picked up the ball and
Kenny Underwood ha cl a 167 to
punt
Wittenburg's Steve Jefferis
muscle.
take honors in the* second kicked a 20-yard first quarter strolled into the end zone for the final Baylor touchdown.
Pirates 7, Expos 5, 11 innings flight. Bill Templeton had a
Kentucky avOided its first shutout under Curci when the
Phil Garner tripled home'172 to win the third flight. Bill field goal and Bill Hauser hit second unit offense drove 80 yards in 13 plays for a
Frank Taveras for the go- Stale and Dan Paschall flanker Maso Moon with a 40- touchdown, with Chuck Servino going the final yard.
Tony
ahead run, then scored the finished second and third in yard touchdown toss. Hauser
The games won't get any easier for Kentucky, which meets
Montgomery
eventual winning run on a the third flight as all three 'threw another bomb to Dave upstart West Virginia, 2-0, next Saturday in Lexington. The
Steve Rogers' wild pitch. Bill golfers had 172 totals but Stratton in third quarter.
eers upset -nth-ranked Maryland 24-16.
Scott McCallister led the Mountain
Robinson followed with his Templeton won on a playoff.
losing Colonels with 75 yards
26th homer to cap the rally.
The only Murray golfer to
Kent Tekulve, 10-1, was the place was Bob Lamastu.s who On 20 carries. Eastern
Kentucky, 1-1, beat Delaware
With o purchase of piercing earrings
victor over Rogers,16-14.
won the fourth flight with a 182 24-7 in its opener and travels to
total. Glen Ross took honors in East
9
9
7
$
Tennessee
State
the fifth flight with a 198.
Saturday. •
FOil Pronlesaaes1 Pirrone .0.10e rye .411
East Tennessee State was
sserAir wow-eliewroic. ~Het=eel weal,
cirate* re.
.r.whost oval lomat,"de
swamped 42-12 by Furman
BASEBALL
10
4.0.1 mad. ewe 1 eel we AM... ender
write
Mark
as
Saturday
Stowers
Plow.
BALTIMORE - American
MICHELSON'S
League President Lee Mac- paced the South Carolinans
.41-r -,-Phail denied a request by the with 149 .. yards, including an
Baltimore Orioles to,set aside 84-yard touchdown run.
• ch
Box 307 Murray, KY 42071
Mho,. .r
Furman scored sin its first
their forfeit loss of last
ir
Thursdayllamein Toronto. two possessioni -as

McCovey Sinks Reds,
Cards Pound Phillies

Baylor Hands Wildcats
21-6 Second Game Loss

Richard Smith
Wins Puryear
Golf Tourney

ELECTROLUX

753-6760

I.

Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

Ck

YcLur Ears Pierced FREE

He made the Bengals
believers, hitting 15 of 72
passes to put the Browns in
position for Don Cockroft's
field goals of 41 and 25 yards
and Larry Poole's 12-yard ID
run.
Giants 20, Redskins 17
"This is going to be a tough
Washington,"
in
week
Redskins quarterback Billy
Kilmer muttered after the loss
to the Giants, who got half
their points in the final 1:56.
New York's 10-0 lead
became Washington's 17-10
lead in the fourth period
before the Giants came back,
tying it on Golsteyn's eightyard TD flip to tight end Gary
Shirk, then winning it on Joe
Danelo's 30-yard field goal
with three seconds on the
clock.
Eagles 13, Bucs3
two
Jaworski's
Ron
touchdown passes - a sevenyarder to running back Tom
Sullivan and a 1:7-yarder to
tight end Keith Krepfle-kept
Tampa Bay winless in games

that count. The defense also
kicked in by sacking the Bucs'
rookie quarterback, Randy
Hedberg, four times for 44
yards.
Colts 29,Seahawks 14
and
McCauley
Don
Roosevelt Leaks each plowed
in for firsthalf touchdowns and
Bert Jones scissored Seattle's
secondary with 220 yards
passing - 21 of those yards
worth a TD to Roger Carr-in
Baltimore's victory.
Bears 30, Lions 20
Walter 'Payton careened for
160 yards and two touchdowns
and Steve Schubert returned a
punt 70 yards for another
score as the Bears downed
Detroit.
Patriots 21,Chiefs 17
Darryl Stingley scoced
twice, on a 34-yard revsVse
play and a 21-yard pass from
Steve Grogan, then Jess
Phillips ran 11 yards for the
that
TD
third-period
completed New England's
victory over
comeback
Kansas City, which had built a
14-0 first-period lead.
Dolphins 13, Bills 0
Seven Buffalo fumbles were
more than enough for Miami,
which still struggled to beat
the Bills on Norm Bulaich's 20yard TD burst and Garo
Yepremian's field goals of 32
and 37. O.J. Simpson was held
to 71 yards rushing.
Packers 24,Saints 21
Green Bay built a 24-0 firsthalf lead on a 75-yard punt
return by Willard • Harrell,
Lynn Dickey's 15-yard pass to
Ken Payne, Barty Smith's
two-yard 'ID dive and a
'Chester Marcol field goal,
then had to hold off the Saints,
who got two TD runs from
Chuck Muncie. .
Broncos 7, Cardinals 0 .
A misplayed St. Louis punt
attempt paved the way to Otis
Armstrong's 10-yard ID run
in the third quarter that
carried Denver past the
Cards.
Oilers 20, Jets 0
One-yard TD dives by Don
Hardeman, Dan Pastorini and
Rob Carpenter enabled
Houston to beat the Jets.
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FALL SALE

9950
Purchase a 40'x75'x14' all steel
Butler Farmsted Straight Wall
Building with 20'x13' Double
Slide door, walk in door, 6 light
panels and color walls. The
above price is erected on your
concrete foundation. Price Good
Until October 30, 1977.
See Us For Butler Grain Bins and Drying
Equipment.

Hillman Coles
Construction Co.
Murray, Ky.
Office 502-753-3891
Keith Nays 502-4894488
011is E. Anderson 2-753-5448
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Corbin Takes Big Step
Toward Repeating Title
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)Even though Corbin has
finally
played
up
to
expectations, don't think the
Red Hounds have a second
consecutive Ktolfucky Class
AA
state
football
championship in the bag.
We got over a great hump
in beating Middlesboro, but
we still have to go to Everts,"
said Corbin Coach Archie
Powers. "And we were very
fortunate to beat Evarts last
year."
Although the season is far
from over,Powers said he was
pleased with his third-ranked
team's 14-0 win over
,Middlesboro, the No.4 team in
the State AA poll.
"We hadn't played that well,
but we rose to the occasion,"
said Powers."There's a great
rivalry between the two teams
. . and we realize you have to
play your best against them to
win."

sports

three touchdowns to pace the
upset.
No. 1 Lexington Tates Creek
of State AAAA used a pair of
scoring runs by Tom Griggs to
defeat No. 4 Boone County 14-0
and Franklin County rolled
past No. 4 Frankfort of State A
33-16.
Joining Tates Creek as
winners were the top-ranked
teams in the four other state
polls. Trinity of Jefferson
County
AAAA
blitzed
Westport 35-0, Erlanger Lloyd
of State AAA blanked Newport By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
13-0,- Bardstown of State AA
AP Sports Writer
crushed Ft. Knox 31-7 and
It's a little early in the
Nicholas County of State A college football season to be
rolled over Beechwood 224.
thinking about bowl games,so
-,ta other games involving why are all those tears
rankect teams:,
pouring forth from New
-44Ifteratin tounty AAAA: Orleans, Dallas and Miami?
No. 3 Southern clubbed
To put it as simply as
Central 31-8, No. 4 Bishop possible, the reasons are as
David blanked Western 9-0 follows: Mississippi 20, Notre
and No. 5 Valley edged Butler Dame 13 and Nebraska • 31,
15-13.
Alabama 24.
-State AAAA: No. 2
"Maybe the kids were
Notre Dame,the No. 3 team
got
by in last week's Associated
looking
ahead
to Owensboro
Middlesboro," said Powers. Madisonville 14-7 and No. 3 Press poll, was, until
blasted Saturday, the No. 1 target of
"I think we will. play much Bowling Green
better now, but I still don't Owensboro Apollo 41-0. No. 5 the Sugar, Orange and Cotton
believe we're quite as strong a Lexington Lafayette was idle. Bowls. The Orange had
-State AAA: No. 2 Fort visionS,of a match between
football team as we were last
year because of the depth Thomas Highlands beat Notre Dame and Oklahoma
Newport Catholic 25-6, No. 3 for the national championship,
problem."
Montgomery County stopped the Sugar was dreaming of
Corbin converted a 15-yaed , Russell 23-8, No. 4 FranklinMiddlesboro punt into the only Simpson buried Warren East
points it needed. Tom Horvath 34-8 and No. 5 Elizabethtown
passed nine yards to Dan topped Glasgow 27-7.
By The Associated Press
Chase for the first score, with
-State AA: No. 2 Caldwell ..
American League
Roy Taylor bolting eight•yarsis County slugged Trigg County
East
for the insurance touchdown 45-14 and No. 5 Somerset
..W L Pct. GB
in the third quarter.
blasted Laurel County 40-0.
N York
93 57 .620 Three other ranked testis -State
A:
No.
2 Balt
89 60. .597
lost over the weekend, with Tompkinsville
nipped Boston
88 61 .591 41
/
2
Seneca's 19-3 deciiion our Lafayette, Tenn., 7-6, No. 3 Detroit
69 • 81 .460 24
No. 2 St. Xavier of Jefferaan Paintsville defeated Jenkins Cleve
67 83 .447 26
County AAAA the biggest 23-6 and No. 5 Campbellsville Milwkee
63 89 .414 31
shocker. Dan Orman scored pounded Hancock County 32-6. Toronto
51 97 .345 41
West
K.C.
93 .55 .628 Texas
83 66 .557 101
/
2
83 67 .553 11
TODAY-Calloway County jayvee football team plays at Chicago
Minn
80 71 .530 141
/
2
Lone Oak.6:30 p.m. game time.
71 77 .480 22
TUESDAY-North Calloway at Grove for 6 p.m. football Calif
58 89 .395 341
/
2
game, South Marshall at East Calloway for 5 p.m. football Oakland
58 93 .384 361
/
2
game and Ballard Memorial at Southwest Calloway for 5 Seattle
Saturday's Results
p.m.football game.
Cleveland 6-5, Toronto 3-6
THURSDAY-Lone Oak at Calloway County for freshman
Baltimore 11, Boston 2
football. Game starts at 5 p. m. At 6:30 p. m. at Holland
New York 9, Detroit 4
Stadium, the Murray High freshman team will play host to
California 4, Chicago 3
Benton.
Texas 5, Minnesota 4, 17 inFRIDAY-Heath at Murray High for varsity football game
nings
at 8 p.m.
Kansas City 7, Seattle 5
SATURDAY-Conclusion of the MSU Intercollegiate Golf
Milwaukee 8, Oakland 1
Tournament, a 36-hole event. Murray State cross country
Sunday's Results
team will be participating in the Harding College Invitational
Chicago 6-7, California 3-3
at Searcy, Ark. At 7:30 p.m. Saturday, the Murray State
New York 6, Detroit 5
Racers open OVC play with a game against undefeated TenToronto 7, Cleveland 4
nessee Tech.
Boston 10, Baltimore 4
Texas 5-10, Minnesota 4-8
Kansas City 8, Seattle 3
Oakland 3, Milwaukee 1
Monday's Games
Toronto (Garvin 9-16) at Baltimore(May 17-12),(n)
New York (Figueroa 15-9) at
Boston(Cleveland 9-8),(n)
Cleveland (Bibby 12-12) at
Detroit (Wilcox 6-1),(n)
Oakland (Blue 14-17) at Chicago(Kravec 8-8),(n)
Texas (Alexander 15-10) at
California (Brett 12-12),(n)
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
New York at Boston,( n)
Toronto at Baltimore, n I
Cleveland at Detroit, In)
Seattle at Milwaukee, in)
Oakland at Chicago,(n)
per yard
Minnesota at Kansas City,
in)
Texas at California,(n)
National League
East
..W L Pct. GB
Phila
93 56 ,624
Pitts
86 65 .570 8
Chicago
78 72 .520 151
/
2
Bel-Air Ctr. 753-5323
S Louis
78 72 .520 151
/
2
Montreal 69 80 .466 24
N York
60 91 .397 34
West
HOUR
One
Los Ang
91 59 .607
DRY
Cinci
80 71 .530 111
/
2
Houston
75 74 .503 151
/
2
S Fran
69 82 .457 221
/
2
p
Ipen 7 a
S Diego
65 86 .430 261
/
2
14k
'0184
Atlanta
57 93 .380 34
IMPTP,
•
Saturday's Results
New York 5-3, Chicago 4-4
Philadelphia 8,St. Louis 4
Cincinnati 8,San Francisco 6,
MEN'S
10 innings
Pittsburgh 6, Montreal 3
Los Angeles 7, Atlanta 3
LADIES
Houston 11, San Diego 0
Sunday's Results
Chicago 6-0, New York 3-6
Pittsburgh 7,-Montreal 5, 11
innings
EXPL AIL', DV CLEANED
St. Louis 12, Philadelphia 5
NO LIMIT
San Francisco 3, Cincinnati 2
GOOD -WI S.VVE 0 HUR
Atlanta 9, Los Angeles 8
Si PT .10 -21-22
Only games scheduled
Monday's Cames
HANGERS
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
St. Louis at Montreal, ln
LAUNDERED AND
C
ChicagoatPhiladelphia,(n)
PRESSED TO
Pittsburgh at New York,(ii)
PERFECTION
Atlanta at Houston, in)
Cincinnati at San Disgo, )
GOOD ALL WEEK
Los- Angeles at San Francisco.(n)•

Mississippi State And Florida
Only Unbeatens Left In SEC

Baseball Standings

This Week's Sports Schedule

SPECIAL
GOOD TUES. ONLY!!
Flat Fold

Denim

66'

Murray Sewing
Center
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Yankees Start Series
Tonight With Red Sox
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
While Detroit was throwing
a scare into New York,
Baltimore and Boston were
continuing their torrid battle
in an attempt to keep pace
with the American League
East Division-leading
Yankees.
The winner was ... New
York.
When there are just 13
games left, they're all
important," said Boston
Manager Don Zimmer after
his Red Sox defeated
Baltimore 10-4 Sunday.
Sunday's triumph kept the
Red Sox from falling out of the
division race as they open a
two-game series at home
tonight against New York. The
Orioles trail the Yankees by
31
/
2 games while Boston is 41
/
2
games behind.
"The last time in New York,
we played well enough to win
the two games we lost,"

Notre Dame-Alabama and the winning on Richard Berns'
Cotton hoped to lure the Irish oneyard dive midway through
to meet whoever wins the the final period. Nebraska
anticipated wild and woolly intercepted five passes and
also surprised 'Bama with a
Southwest Conference race.
Not only did Notre Dame couple of trick plays,
and Alabama both jolt the including a touchdown pass
bowl committees by losing, Oklahoma rolled up 497
but the Sugar Bowl, whose yards against Utah, including
host club is the Southeastern a 74-yard pass play from Dean
Conference champion, has Blevins to Steve Rhodes and a
only two unbeaten teams left 54-yard gallop by freshman
Jay Jimerson, last week's
in the SEC.
They are No. 13 Mississippi hero.
State and No. 19 Florida ... and
Ohio State got 147 yards
guess which two teams meet rushing from Ron Springs and
next in Jackson, Miss., next 158 in total offense from Rod
Saturday. Mississippi State Gerald - 63 rushing, 95
had the weekend off - so did passing - in trouncing
No. 20 Brigham Young - Minnesota.
while Florida bombed Rice 48David.Walker took Texas
3.
A&M on three long scoring
Since defending national drives against Virginia Tech
champ Pitt was knocked off by while Texas Tech quarterback
Notre Dame a week ago, that Rodney Allison triggered a 21leaves 10th-ranked Penn State point third-period barrage
as the most attractive that enabled the Red Raiders Scott Nall Junior of
independent team in the to pull away from New Mayfield got a par on the first
nation. The Nittany Lions Mexico.
hole of a playoff to capture the
status
enhanced
their
Chuck Fusina completed 15 West Kentucky Amateur Golf
Saturday with a convincing 31- of 23 passes for 245 yards and a Tournament at the Mayfield
14 triumph over ninth-ranked touchdown to lead Penn State Golf and Country Club SunHouston.
over Houston -"This tells me day.
Notre Dame and Alabama that we have a pretty good
Nall and Ezra Rogers of
weren't the only Top Twenty football team," said Joe Mayfield both shot 141 totals in
teams to be embarrassed over Paterno - while West regulation, 36-hole play.
the weekend. Maryland, rated Virginia used 54-yard raps by
For third place in the flight,
11th, lost to West Virginia 24- Dave Riley and Cedric Jeff Wolfe and Jesse McNeill
16, Arkansas trounced No. 15 Thomas to end Maryland's 15- each tied with 143 but Wolfe
Oklahoma State 28-6 and game regular season winning won on a coin flip. Wolfe is
Clemson edged No. 17 Georgia streak.
from Mayfield and McNeill,
7-6.
Colorado bombed Kent State who won the Oaks Invitational
Meanwhile, No. 1-ranked behind Jeff Knapple's school this summer, is from HickMichigan had more trouble record 278-yard aerial show, man.
than expected before downing Arkansas' Ben
Cowins
In the first flight, Brian
Duke 21-9 and runner-up outrushed Oklahoma State's McDonald had 150
for first
a
Southern California needed a great Terry Miller 203-132 as
place while Scott Nall Senior
50-yard touchdown pass from the Razorbacks made it two in was
second with a 151'and Bob
Rob Hertel to Randy Sinunrin a row under Coach Lou Holtz Byars third
with a 151 also.
with 11:48 left to turn back and Elliott Walker ran for
David Brand had a 151 to
Oregon State 17-10. If those three scores as Pitt drubbed win
the second flight while
two teams keep winning, the W&M.
Larry Wheeler was second
Rose Bowl could have a
Clemson turned back a two- with
a 159 and Bill Bryan third
national championship game point conversion pass with six
with a 160. In the third flight,
on its hands come January.
seconds to upset Georgia, Wayne
Ford had a 170 for first
Texas rushed for 472 yardsElsewhere, fifth-ranked 156 by Earl Campbell - in while Dick Stacey had a 171
for second and Phil Walker
Oklahoma clobbered Utah 62- mauling ' Virginia
and also had a 171 and was
24, No. 6 Ohio State trimmed
Florida's rout of Rice included awarded third.
Minnesota 38-7, No. 7 Texas
a 99-yard touchdown pass play
In the fourth flight, Jeff
A&M flattened Virginia Tech
freshman
from
Chris Wilson
of Mayfield won on a
27-6, No. 8 Texas Tech
Collinsworth to Derrick playoff
and took first with a
whipped New Mexico 49-14,
E
longest ever by an 178 over Tim Cook. Third
No. 12 Colorado battered Kent
SEC team.
State 42-0, No. 14 UCLA
place went Co Joe Nedrou with
a 179.
shaded Kansas. 17-7, No. 16
GOLF
Pitt cruised past William &
The top Murray golfer in the
BLACKPOOL, England - tourney was Buddy Hewitt
Mary 28-6 and No. 18 Texas
Dave Hill scored a 5 and 4 who had a 151 total in the
buried Virginia 68-0.
Michigan saw an early 14-0 victory over Tommy Horton, championship flight.
lead dwindle to 14-9 against clinching the United States
Duke before Rick Leach 18th Ryder Cup victory.
scored his second touchdown
of the game in the final period.
Southern Cal needed the
lastquarter Hertel-to-Sinunrin
bomb to hold off Oregon State
despite a 188-yard rushing
performance by Charles
White.
Ole Miss came from behind
twice to shock Notre Dame,
The Big M Club will have its
grabbing the lead both times weekly meeting tonight.
on 10-yard touchdown passes
The meetipg will be held at
to James Storey,the first from the Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Bobby Garner and the latter
MSU football coach Bill
from Tim Ellis.
Furgerson will be present and
Nebraska and Alabama will preview Saturday's home
roared back and forth for 847 Opener between the Racers
yards, with the Cornhuskers and Tennessee Tech.

West Kentucky
Amateur Title
Taken By Nall

Big M Club
Meeting Set
For Tonight

Zimmer said. "Now, yes, we 25th homer of the season in the
have to win two from the first game while Ken
Henderson
and
Mike
Yankees.
"If we can beat the Yankees Hargrove homered in the
two straight it could still be 'nightcap as Texas chalked up
interesting for us and for its sixth straight doubleheader
Baltimore. But it's not easy to sweep.
Gaylord Perry, 13-12, won
do."
Boston rookie Ted Cox tied a the opener while Jim
record by getting four hits in Umbarger, making his firM
his major league debut. start of the year for the
Recalled recently from Rangers, got credit for the
Pawtucket
of
the nightcap victory.
White Sox 6-7, Angels 3-3
International League, Cox
Chicago used its home run
was inserted as the Red Sox'
punch
to
sweep
a
designated hitter.
doubleheader from California.
Yankees 6,Tigers 5
Home runs by Dave Wayne Nordhagen slammed a
Kingman and Reggie Jackson two-run homer and Bill
gave New York a 6-0 lead Nahorodny added a solo shot
before Detroit scored all five to power the White Sox's
of its runs in bottom of the second-game triumph after
ninth. It was New York's 10th Oscar Gamble and Jim
Spencer
belted
solo
triumph in its last 13 games.
Ron Guidry, 15-6, got the roundtrippers to spark
victory, but reliever Sparky Chicago in the opener.
Lyle had to come in for the
final out.
AUTO RACING
Royals 8, Mariners 3
CAMBRIDGE JUNCTION,
Kansas City continued its Mich. - Al Unser edged Cale
hot pace, posting their -29th Yarborough by the length of a
victory in their last 33 games, hood and captured the 160as rookie Clint Hurdle and mile season opener of)the.
John Mayberry clubbed $225,000 International Race of
towering home runs to down Champions.
Seattle.
Darrell Waltrip finished
Rangers 5-10, Twins 4-8 third,, another car-length
Toby Harrah slammed his farther back.

Majestic House
Steak•Pizza

'
.1 .

AK

N 12th St-Open Every Day 11 AM to Midnight

&PIZZA

We Deliver 759-1114
kirizza
Our Pizzas are
mod* with the
freshest highest
quality ingredients

sis

SO' discount on pizzas
to all MSU
students

S
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/
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Try Our Every Day Italian Speciafe
Served with
our delicious
,net sauce
garlic bread

Spaghetti
Lasagna
Raviloli

Served
with garlic
bread
Served
With Gorisc
Breuti

Tuesday Special

Rib-Eye Includes Fresh Gorden Salad, Fresh
Bake Potato and Garlic Bread
40-11•-•41110

FOR ABOUT THECOST
OFBAKING ACAKE,
YOU CAN SHARE A
10MINUTE SLICE OFLIFE.
BYLONG DISTANCE.

Don Cothran Wins Title
In Inter-City Tourney
Don Cothran matched par Parker 161, Mike Holton 164
on both the Murray Country and Ken Purcell 164.
Club at the Oaks Country Club
In the first flight, Al Jones
golf courses this weekend to had rounds of 82-81 for a 163
capture the championship of total and first place. Trent
the Men's Inter-City ;If Jones was second with a 164
Tournament.
while Howard Boone was third
Cothran fired a 72 at fte with a 165. Other scores inMurray-Calloway course an eluded Greg Cohoon 166,
Saturday then came back"It 11 James Parker 167; David
a 72 Sunday at the Oaks f, r ,1 Gallagher 170, Billy Dan
144.
Crouse 171 and Ronnie Hutson
As usual, it rained it the 172.
Oaks course on Sunda Thc
Eddie Clees won on a
local joke is that if farmers countback in the second flight.
are needing rain, schedule a He had a 166 as did Dalton
weekend golf tournament at Noel. Other scores, included
the Oaks.
Rudell Parks 173, Greg Story
There was a three-% ay tie 176, Clyde Roberts 177. Virgil
for second place in the Brewer 178 and Bill Freeman
championship flight. .1Irorn 185.
Boone, Roy Cothfap and Owl
Jerry Hopkins wal the
Sullivan all cardia 152 tot1:- winner of the third flight with
a 173 total. Other scores inbut Boone took second on
scorecard countback Oth, r eluded Monk Stallons 186. Don
scores in the championstaP Johnson 189, Ted Lawson 189,
flight David Buckingham
Solon' Huey'206- •Sfid Wayne Kevin D'Angelo 155, I
Darnell 212.

You can share a lot of sweet memories with soriwone a esand miles away. Just
dial the I' way and talk for ten minutes for only $2.44 plus tax. Any evening Sunday
through Friday between 5 PM and II PM.
These evening rates are lower than rates for
South Central Bell
long disOni e calls dialed dunng weekdays.
Call often. And add a little frosting to
Long distance.
. a friendship.
What else isso nice for the price?
Low(-)ne-Plus,alf,..,4,,, t apply ti,

PI,

, I.atetubony rltstance calls L

PI as

avolv

stagurtlalutrunr-alts..4a.1ltal troses.eit. talk.tualayonawbuan‘wersanKOW444.0.6+iwleatwww,ywwww,yeswar -'
aol "0 stalky,to-slat.on calls placed with ar e,watr ssfu.,0 hwsq istar,, •-• '1,aoryj fat dole's ale NV asa.labie
Low One-Plus rates t not apply to operator assnteo calls such as person-to-person coin creOrt card .
collect and on calls charged to another number eluding sper a bdt,np nienbers
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ARM
Speedline...
By GARY RUDDLESTON
CARDS IN
PREPRATION FOR
CjlEMICAL USERS
If you're among the 74,000
Kentuckians who sat through
some pesticide training
sessiOns held this year, you
probably haven't received
your applicator certification
card yet.
But that's no problem,
according to Fred Waters,
:,who heads the pesticide
:Isection of the state Depart••- ment for Natural Resources
.
and Environmental Protection. The cards will be mailed
. beginning later this month
Waters said, and all certified
applicators should have their
•ards well before the end of
the year.
• Preparing the cards has
taken on all the aspects of
"Mission Impossible" for
. Waters' small office staff,
and he estimates the job will
require more than 5,500
secretarial man-hours of work
before completion. A total of 4
minutes and 45 seconds are
needed to process each set of
test results and prepare the
plastic laminated card.
Both the training and the
certification card will be
required for farmers to
purchase pesticides classified
-for restricted use by the U. S.
Environmental Protection
Agency. Waters said EPA has
indicated the restricted-use
. labels will not be ready for use
by chemical manufacturers
before the first of the year,
and noted that dealers cannot
,require that farmers show

p.

certification to purchase
chemicals not labeled as
restricted.
That means the EPA's
announced deadline of Oct. 21,
1977, for farmers to be certified is no longer operative,
and that the new deadline will
be moved back at least to
early' 1978, or whenever the
new labels become available.
Another possible delay in
the program could result from
EPA's slowness in designating
which agricultural chemicals
will be on the restricted list,
Waters noted. A partial listing
of
23
EPA-restricted
pesticides appeared in some
newspapers recently, and two
chemicals commonly used by
Kentucky farmers — methyl
bromide and paraquat — were
included on that list.
But Waters emphasized he
has had no official notification
from the federal agency on
these 23 or any other products
classified for restricted use.

EitiEtit& RECAST
News Notes For Farmers

go into effect July 1, 1979, will
require that all dairy cattle
coming into that state must
Show proof of calfhood vaccination for brucellosis. The
heifers would have to display
official eartags showing the
vaccination took place when
the calves were two to six
months of age.
Maddox said fewer than
one-third of Kentucky's dairy
calves receive the shots at
present, but he has asked Gov.
Julian Carroll to appropriate
contingency funds that would
pay veterinarians' $2-per7
head vaccination fees for
farmers. Federal officials
have indicated matching
funds would be available if the
state money is approved.
He is "hopeful" that Gov.
Carroll will approve the sbortterm funding, Maddox said, so
the program can begin by the
target date of Oct. 1. The next
legislature will be asked to
provide. permanent appropriations that would cover
$120,000
the
estimated
necessary to ensure continued
access to the lucrative Florida
market.
A large nurnber of the
'Florida-bound calves are sold
from Southcentral Kentucky,
in Warren and surrounding
counties. Maddox said. Many'
are purchased from Northernstate dairymen, fed to a
heavier weight on the Kentucky farms, and sold to
Florida milkers just before
calf-rearing and beginning
milk production.

Florida Shot
Rules Threaten
Heifer Market
Some new Florida cattle
vaccination
rules
are
threatening the sale of Kentucky
dairy
grown
replacement heifers into that
state.
•.
Such sales are worth some
$20 million annually to Kentucky producers, according to
State Veterinarian Dr. Tom
Maddox. The heifers are
bought by Florida dairymen to
replace old cows or animals
not producing milk at sufficient levels.
Warehouses Will
Florida's new rules, set to
Sell Loose-Leaf
Burley
Reports that two of KenThere's a
tucky's largest tobacco
warehousing companies will
handle loose-leaf burley this
season have provided a boost
Shield for you too
to Farm Bureau officials
Ronnie Ross
planning a 40-million pound
210 E. Main
loose-leaf program in the eight
burley-producing states.
Phone 753-0489
Central
District
Warehousing Corporation and

'Farmowners

Western District Warehousing
Corporation have announced
they will accept and offer
baled and sheeted burley for
sale.
The two firms operate a
number of auction floors in
Central and Southcentral
Kentucky, and their decision
to accept untied leaf gives
farmers in much of the central
one-third of the state
assurance of a loose-leaf
marketing outlet.
"This is one of the first big
breakthroughs we've had" on
this year's program, said
Kentucky Farm Bureau
President Bob Wade. "The
warehouses in my area
(southern Kentucky) have
talked to me, and they're
wanting to take loose-leaf. It
looks like there will be an
ample supply of warehouses
for farmers to sell this untied
tobacco."
George Leer, general
manager of the Lexingtonbased Central District, urged
other warehousemen to accept
loose-leaf burley from their
farmer-customers. He said his
company's decision was based
on an "unprecedented"
number of letters and phone
calls from farmers wanting to
know — and sometimes
demanding — "that we allot a
certain amount of selling time
and space for loose leaf
tobacco during the 1977-78
marketing season."
Leer said the Council for
Burley Tobacco's recent
action urging farmers not to
market untied burley this
season was "vote to continue
to delay a fair and impartial
test of loose-leaf sales in the
marketplace."
Leer added that curtailing
sales is not the way to find out
which.package is best. "The
purchasing companies will
essentially 'determine this
their preference for bales.
sheets or bundles) by the price
they pay for whichever
package they buy on this first
uncontrolled sale."

Wheat Set
Aside Won't
Lower Stocks
Plans to "set aside" 20 per
ent of next year's wheat crop
.iireage "won't reduce the
•crplus wheat supply to any
iiirge extent," Kentucky
1-',irin Bureau President Bob
Wide has saki,
In a recent interview, Wade
noted that several factors
ixorit to a minimal impact of
the 1978 set aside program ion
L S. wheat stocks, currently
totaling 30 million metric tons.
-. The program is voluntary A number of Kentucky
farmers have indicated they
v,on't participate, Wade said,
and will plant their full
acreage. If they did, they
would not be eligible for
federal crop loans and support
prices.
Participating
farmers
iill set aside their least
productive acres and may
increase fertilization to bring
yields up on the remaining 80
per cent. With higher support
prices in new farm program
legislation, "efficient farmers
may be able to show a profit
just growing for the government," Wade said.
— Wheat stocks are so large
now, more than 100 million
metric tons worldwide, that
we could have a 100 per cent
set aside for next year!liand
still have plenty of wheat," he
said. "The weather here and
other parts of the world will
have the most to say about
wheat prices."

A Consumer rip
Extension Specislisu at
UK College of Agriculture

from
the

keep nutmeats in your
'eezer.. say UK Extension
specialists. They'll keep
long time there and won't
.eed thawing before you use
tieni, either. Seal them up in
plastic freezer bags or in tightly cicsed Jars Or store them
in ar, airtight glass or metal
contaJier in a cool. dark
place

'Stockpiling' Grass Pastures
Extends Grazing Season
forage
Extension
should be determined by the
An
After the first hard frost this
specialist recommends an
amount of grass production fall, the specialist recominexpensive method for
desired. He explains: "One mends turning cattle into
beef,
Kentucky
cattle
pound of N will produce ap- alfalfa-grass and clover-grass
producers to extend their
proximately enough dry fields to utilize forage that has
grazing season and get more
matter to feed a 1000-pound accumulated since the last
production
grass cow for one day. Maxiumum hay harvest. After the hay
from
pastures.
rates per acre are about 60 fields are cleaned up, stockGarry Lacefield, in the UK
pounds of N on bluegrass and piled grass pastures should be
College of Agriculture, says 90 pounds of N on fescue."
grazed.
the method is called "stockpiling". Cattle are moved
from pastures now to allow
growth to accumalate until
November 1 for deferred
grazing during late fall and
winter.
"A big advantage of stockpiling is that the cattle do the
work," says Lacefield. "The
forage doesn't have to be cut,
raked, baled, stored or fed."
Grasses recommended for
stockpiling are tall fescue and
bluegrass. The specialist lists
the following forages that can
be utilized during the stockpiling period: orchard grass,
sorghum-sudan hybrids,
sudangrass, bermuda grass,
grass-lespedeza and grassclover mixtures.
Fescue and bluegrass are
especially good for stockpiling
because they are somewhat
resistant to low temperatures,
stay green into the winter and
form good Sods. Lacefield
points out that fescue
produces more growth than
It's after midnight. Do you know
bluegrass, and the quality of
where your vaWables'are? Chances
fescue is at its best during fall
are they're safe and sound right
and early winter.
where you put them, but when
Pastures with few legume
you're talking about important paplants left in them are good for
pers, jewelry and other irreplacalime,
stockpiling.
"If
bles ... why chance it? By keeping
phosphorus and potassium are
your valuables in a Safe Deposit
Box, you'll have the security of
applied in the fall, these fields
knowing they're protected from
are ideally suited for
theft, misplacement or damage...
renovation
by
seeding
for just pennies a day!
legumes in late winter," says
Lacefield.
The amount of pasture
growth that will accumulate
depends on growing conditions
and the fertility levels of the
soil. A soil test will show lime,
FDIC
phosphorus and potassium
needs. Lacefield says that
nitrogen application rates

ATTENTION
MR,FARMER

• Home

is no place for
your valuables...

Bank of Murray

Young Farmers Recognize Superior Quality

These young Calloway County Farmers come from long-time John
Deere families, as can be seen above at John Deere Day at Calloway
County High. Pictured left to right, front row: Lisa Carraway, Trip Fur-

ches, Tony Carraway, Mickey Butterworth and Joey Butterworth. Back
row, Kelvin Williams, Marty Carraway, Terry Lassiter, Terry Williams,
Richard Smotherman and Gary Morris.

J-D. Equipment Inc.
Robert Barrett 1531185

Highway 121 South

Mayfield, Ky.

DEERE

Phone 247-4456

Teddy Beane 489-2401
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Getting better takes good
h
dercidsion-magkingenint regard to.
uidelines For Upping
Experience is a good teacher
but a dairy farmer should not
rely on his own experience
alone, says Hess. Artificial
breeding, DHIA record
Analysis of business records depending on the
individual
on dairy farms shows a wide dairy farmer's own
situation.
variation in the profitability of "Advice to get better before
the enterprise from one herd getting bigger' is sound,"
says
to another. What accounts for Hess. This means that
the
this difference?
decision to expand should be
"Good decision-making is made when the present
size
the basic key to profitable herd already is
being
dairy Production," says managed at top efficiency.
At
Gordon Hess, Extension dairy this point it is necessary to
add
specialist in the UK College of more cows to take advantage
Agriculture. This- includes of unused management ability
management of resources which has outgrown the
such as land and capital as smaller herd.
well as the dairy herd itself. This is the situation of dairy
Deciding what size herd to• farmers with production
keep is a prime example. Up substantially above average.
to a point, a large herd has For them, expansion is
a
certain advantages over a logical step toward more
small herd. With production profit. But for other
dairy
units spread over more cows, farmers with production
overhead costs per cow can be below average now, Hess says
reduced, increasing the that increasing herd size
potential of profit. But ex- would
only
complicate
pansion can be good or bad, problems that already exist.

G
Dairy Herd Productivity

4.4

keeping, forage analysis and
feeding balanced rations, for
example, have been proven
profitable in research and ss
dairy farms.
"Visit successful dairy
farmers to find out what
works for them," suggests

Hess, "Practices that look
good in experiments may not
Iways fit your farm."
Making maximum Aisle of
farmland for feed production
will increase the profitability
a dairy herd. Hess
recommends getting a land

capability map train the Soil
Conservation Service, then
contacting your county Extension agent for agriculture
for helping in developing a
long-range cropping plan.
Decisions on how to get the
work done affect profitability.

Hese recommends handling
the dairy operation on a
specialized basis. He points
out that usually there are
several workers on a dairy
farm, including family
members, and each has more
interest and ability in certain

jobs. A good manager makes
use of this fact when assigning
duties such as milking,
breeding, calf raising and
field wort. Have each person
responsible for what he is
moat capable of doing and
likes to do, says Hess.

HARVEST1)111t377
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GreatBuysFrom Goodyear On All Your Tire Needs!
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Cattlemen Cautioned
To Use Grub-Control

1

SYSTEMICS" CAREFULLY
Systemic insecticides
control cattle grubs effectively and safely when used
properly but can cause
problems if used carelessly,
cautions Chris Christensen,
Extension entomologist in the
UK College of Agriculture.
These grub-control products
are on the market as a pouron, spot-on, spray or dip
treatments. All should be'used
strictly according to directions on the container to get
effective control of the pests
without harming the cattle.
The proper time for treating
cattle in Kentucky is between
now and the end of October.
When using pour-on or spoton systemic insecticides,
correct dosage depends on the
weight of the animal.
Estimated weights may be
used, but it is better to weigh
the cattle. "Don't use more
than recommended on the
product label because it won't
give better control, will cost
more and it might cause
problems for the cattle," says
Christensen. '
Cattlemen who like to treat
for grubs, worm cattle,
vaccinate, implant, dehorn
and castrate at the same time
should be extra careful about
using the recommended
dosage of systemic insecticides. "Check treated
cattle often to make sure none
have reacted unfavorably to
all the stress put on them," •
Christensen advises. "If an
animal goes down, get it up
and keep it moving until the
wooziness has been worked
off."
Organophospate wormersincluding Ruelene Oral
Drench, Loxon or Baymix
Crumbles - should never be
used at the same time cattle
are being treated with
systemic grub-control insecticides, which also are

organophosphates. Applying
the two together can result in
an overdose or poison the
cattle, according to the entomologist.
Sprays are effective in
controlling grubs only if
enough pres6re is used to
penetrate the hair and
th6rouply wet the skin.
Christensen recommends,
applying spray solutions, at
pressures of 250 pounds or
more per square inch.

TVA Booklet

'TRACTION TORQUE'
Goodyear's Number-One
Replacement Farm Tire
• Angle-braced 'Zig-Zag'
lugs resist twisting and
tearing
• Tempered polyester cord
body for strength, bruise
resistance
• Heavy-duty rim shield
helps toprotect vital

Size

lead areas

PRICE
with trade

Ply
Rating

'POWER TORQUE'
Goodyear's Original
EquipmentTi
• Big, sturdy lugs that give
the pulling power you
need
• High stress polyester
cord body
• Tapered lugs that
actually get wider as they
wear

Plus
F.E.T.

12.4-28

4

$105.00 $ 4.27

15.5-38

6

$199.00 $ 7.73

18.4-34
18 4-38

6

$279.00 $10.25

6

$299.00 $11.58

7
Ply
PRICE
Rating with leads

Size

18.4-34

6

18.4-38

6

20.8-38

8

23.1-26

8

$329.00 $10.25
$359.00 $11.58
$499.00 $15.67
$429.00 $14.60

On Agriculture
TVA
issued
has
a
publication which traces the
growth and development of
agriculture in the 125 Tennessee River watershed
counties during a 25-yea
period.
The publication, called
"Tennessee
Valley
Agriculture - A Profile
Change 1949-1974," consists of
photographs, charts, and
other information describing
changes in Valley agriculture
over the period.
Copies of the publication are
available
from
TVA'
Agricultural Resourc
Development Branch, Muscl
Shoals, Alabama 35660.

FRONT TRACTOR TIRES

All display ads,
classified displays
and regular disolay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.

'Triple Rib R/SI
• Three encircling ribs
for positive stability
• Deep, wide center rib
provides easy steering
• Shielded rim helps to
protect lower sidewall

$225°'424° $7360
7.50-16,S ply

5.00-15, 4 ply
plus $ 69 FE T

10.00-16,6

plus $1.65F.E.T.

A Full Range
OfSizesForYour
Combine Needs

ply

Plus $3.37 F E.T

No Trade Needed

Check These Budget Buys...
Goodyear LightTruck Tires

High Flotation Tires
For Wagons& Implements

Nylon cord body.
engineered for long.
low-cost mileage

• Extra wide tread,
Practically 'floats' on
top of soil • Helps
reduce rutting &
ground compaction
• Heavy load
capacity

'Traction Sure Grip'
Deep lug tread for
extra traction
Of Sand

9.5L-15, 8 ply
PIUS $1 29 F E T

in mud

'Tracker LT'

$3365 63465 63995

Smooth riding bias
ply construction.
5 traction,ribs •

11L-15,6 ply
plus Si 53 F E T

Load
Plus
Sip
Typo Ramp PRICE and old Ora
650-16 LT IT
$2712
C ,032.00
6 10-15 LT II
C
273
'OG 1561 TT
C
07.00
205
SC 16 lT IT
C
3 44
41.03
D
SO 16 LT IT
50.00
368

8x55 and 8x60
GRAIN AUGERS
NOW IN STOCK!

'Power
Streak'
78
Blackwalls

Nigh Quality!
Low Price!
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!

TOMMY'S
EQUIPMENT CO.

F MMACHINERW

65i'.1 ALI

IT

C

$44.15

6 :T. IS LT

11

C

44.09

306

I 00 15 LT

TT

C

51.25

313

9)6 )1

TT

C

5710

304

Polyester cord bias-ply
body, six-rib road-

holding tread

6

8199.00 $ 7.73
$399.00 $10.25

18.4-38

6

8449.00 $11.58

20.8-38

8

$689.00

$15.67

..

Blackwell
Size

OUR
PRICE

B78-13
E78-14
F78-14
078-14

$23.50'
$26.50
$28.50
$29.95

a •
For
Service
In A Hurry.

A78-13 blackwall
o

Plus F.E.T.
and old
tire
$1.80 ___
$2.26
$2.37
$2.53

OUR
PRICE
$32.50
$29.50
$30.95
$32.95

6001 /TYEAIR '

Up to 5 qts of major
brand 10/30 grade oil

Asa for our free Battery Power Cheek

Engine Tune-Up

$3688
$30.1111- 4 cyl.
$40-.116 - Cyl.
Add $2.00 for air
conditioning. Price includes
parts and labor

.Our mechanics electronically
fine-tune your engine • New
points, plugs and condenser
• Test charging/starting systems, time engine, adjust carburetor • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine • Includes Datsun;Toyota, VW and
light trucks. Cars-with
less.\\ electronic ignition $4

Brakes-Your Choice
Install new
front disc brake pads • Repack
and inspect front wheel bearings • Inspect hydraulic system
and rotors (does not.include
rear wheels)
OR
4-Wl‘el Drum-type: Install new •
brake linings all four wheels
• Repack front wheel bearings
• Inspect drums and brake hydraulic system add fluid
2-Wheel Front Disc:

$4088

IIVIONCrtm
45 As Shown Al
or Services Nor

Plus F.E.T.
and old
tire
$2.73
$2.40
$2.59
$2.79

$1388
U S made cars - parts
extra if needed
Excludes tront-wheel
drive cars

. Complete analysis and alignment correction - to increase
tire mileage and improve steering •Precision equipment. used
by experienced mechanics.
helps ensure a precision alignment

•

JustSay'ChargeIt!'
Available At Starred Locations.

GOODk9VEAAN

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

Mgr. R. Cartwright

Store burs: 1:30 cm. until 6:00 p.m. Daily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
Migray, Ky.
721 So. 12th
AP

Call 753-0595

Front-End Alignment
Blackwall
Size

• Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own Customer Credit
Plan • Master Charge • BankAmericard • American Express
Money Card
Carte

Call

• Complete chassis lubrication
and oil change • Helps ensure
long wearing parts and smooth,
quiet performance • Please
phone for appointment • Includes light trucks

$588

Additional parts
extra if needed

plus $1.73 F.E.T. and

OSTEIGER,
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 SEDALIA RD MAYFIELD
PH3NE 247 6020-AFTER 5 PM PHONE 7531452
OPEN FROM 7.30 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

6

18.4-34

plus
F.E.T.

Lube & Oil Change

$202

Load
Pius 1.1 T.
Size
Type Nanp PRICE and old life
.0815LT t TI
C
$47.00
$228
•179 16 LT ; IL
C
300
52.03
TT
C
4.1.16 LT
370
53.06
1
61.130
L 78-16 1.T ' TT 4 0
3U
0
340
54 00
8 00-16 5 LT, IL
D
394
1000
a 75-16 5 1:11 Ti

$

•
Blanche • Diners Club
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price and Credit Tr
Goodyear Service Stores In AO Communities Served By Thi5 ••

AUT1001111111 DIALUR

15.5-38

PRICE
vrIth traces

Load
Plus F.E.T.
Sal i4 Type Ranee PRICE and old Ws

POLYESTER

Pfil su

Your Direct Not-line to form Mechinerylt It's Best.
Jiist Another Service From Tommy's Equip.

Ply
.11/8ing

COMBINE 'PIT STOP'
TIRES...

Low
Priced

-SPECIALS$750
I

Silo

On-The-Farm
TireServke

AP

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

• Brawny polyester body,
tempered tor maximum
strength and stamina
• Angle-braced lugs dig
deep, pull hard In wet or
dry soil
• Tough tread compounds
for long wear, firm grip
in the fields

Plus
F.E.T.

.16

9.SL-14,I ply
lus $1 24 F E T

SECTIONS FOR
YOUR COMBINES

'SUPER TORQUE'
Goodyear's Best Performer
For High H?rsepowerTractors

753-0595
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1 Legal Notice

2, Notice

1 legal Notice

15

2 Notice.

STRETCHER

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

PHONE 753-1916
Crossword Puzzler,
67 Weakens
Down
' Lab,
2 0,, • s n.gn

a, .;:•,ss,

0
D

2

L E

r

• 111
:,N

p.afe
6
de it•
7 Perform
8 Caudal
appendage
9 Produced,
as a play
10 Girl's name
11 Sea in Asia
16 Turns inside
Out
20 Unit of
Siamese
cuirency
22 Printer's
measure
23 Chief god of
Memphis

S

04

i
l
Al SI .4 LI

A

ENsL

II

41 langlea
24 Voided
'Note of
escutcheon 43 De vou,ed
SC ale
45 Syintoni t.)•
t Macaw
25 Symbol for
manganes,
. 19 owl of the
ruthenium
47
E• s
eye
26 Sodium
49
Single
iten.:,
2 1 Lawful
chloride
50 Spoken
23 Omens
30 European
51
Biblical
27 Pronoun
capital
weed
28 More exact
32 Amount
52 Wander
29 I+ndu
owed
Man
s name
56
cmOalS
33 Soviet press 58 Man s name
31 Insect.cide
agency
59 Plunge
iabbr
36 Affirmative 60 Worm
34 Man's
38 Coniectures 63 Exists
nickname
35 P:gpen
7 3
4
5
,
• 5
8
...9
'7
37 Piece of cut
timber
1
'4
39 Babylonian
'31
de,ty
'5
-..-- ----.-----" :5 -"-------7
'.---- TEI
40 Dress
border
9
22
:1
•
21
42 Ocean
44 Deprives of
..._,,
-..
' :4 21
76
feeling
'
46 Hebrew
:9
3:
i1
1
3
month
48 PuPilS
34
35
18
50 Aquatic
mammal
41
1
4
.15.. .29
p
4
53 Man s name 40
•'0
54 Rodent
,..
,
.
46
4-4'
'.
48
49
55 Faroe
Islands
i
50 51
52 .X.53
t'. '/ -.S..*
whirlwind
...
57 Interior
•••'''' - ''
4
'--• •
54
55
So •
•
38 5 6c
61 Existed
62 Landed
.
l
.r•
;61
64 Goddess of 6'
63
7 64
discord
:
0
65 Conducted as.66
67
66 Unmarried •
woman
Syndicatein'
Fe•ture
United
Dastr
b)
1

A certified check of bidder's bond for five Percent 15%) of the total amount of bid shall accompany each bid as a guarantee that if the bid
is accepted, a contract will be immediately entered into and the performance of the work
properly secured. The successful bidder will be
required to execute a performance bond acceptable to the City of Murray in the amount of
one hundred per cent (10096)1 of the contract
price.
No proposal may be withdrawn for a period of
thirty i 30) days after the time and date set for
the opening of the bids.

Advertisers
ore
requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
iorr•ction
This
newspaper will be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY .
ANC) NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

2 Notice

1 Legal Notice

BOOKRACK Thousands
used paperbacks. Sell
price. Trade two for 1.
Two locations. 808
Chestnut, Murray and
Paducah
Square.
Paducah.

AS OF SEPTEMBER 15.
1977, I, Robbie Brittair1.
will not be responsible
- for any debts other than
the ones I make myself.
Robbie Brittam.

WHAT WE DO best is'
care. Needline, 753-6333.

2. Notice
REVIVAL
SERVICES
Sunday-Thursday at
Memorial Baptist
Church. Try .ciod's
purpose for your life.
Dial-A -Devotion 753.1411.

•

••••

All bids will be examined and contract awarded
to the lowest and best bidder. The City of Murray
reserves the right to reject any and/or all bids.

Reduce surfs & fest mitt
Soles. Tablets & (llap
-Water pills' Rolland Drug,
109 S. 4th.

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News. Society and
753- 1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display.
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 753
1916 and 7531917

Peanuts
iN5TEAZ' OF
TV YOUt SHOULD BE
REA0iNG A BOOK

C ATC.HiN‘:,-:
.TV 40U C0ULL7 BE
5TRA-i7E\ir\C7 UP
<h)R

,NEAZ73F .ATrs'
TV L(OU COOLC,`
PL,'WiNG OUT5,7E .
Et E\

,
7C) L

NOT j

Get Carpets
Clean, Fresh,
ODOR-FREE!

•
sr •
110

C•

2.

Now, you can Deodorize
while cleaning

_

•••••1111.-

RINSENVAC's Odor Neutralizer
combines with the RINSENVAC
cleaning solution to remove dirt,
•
and at the
grime, residues
same time eliminate pet and other
objectionable odors

Nancy
IM GOING IN AND SEE
1-40W YOU TRAIN THEM
IM
WORKING
AS A
TRAINER AT /
THE DOG
OBEDIENCE
SCHOOL

DOG
08EDiENCE
SCHOOL

Cleans-and deodorizesthe way professionals
do, at a
fraction of the
cosi.

•Synd,c414

_ Beetle Bailey
BEETLE,::VE BEEN
DOING 4 LOT OF.
THINKING ABOUT
YOUR FUTURE

THAT UNLESS YOU
SHAPE UP YOU
WON'T HAVE ANY

GEE,THAT'S
THOUGHTFUL
OF YOU,SARGE

sA:LJ MAY FEAST
YOUR EYE5 UPON
MY ROYAL_

PERSON
_•",011,

NO! NOT
UNTIL
ORDEREC)
70 STAND!

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.
753-0035. Free parking

lot, use our rear entrance.

( AND SHE SA.('
1 NEvER D C:
NYTkiNG
Is T,-)E

HONEY SICK OuT ) .
i YOLA TONGUE SO `1C,_.-;7)
: CAN 1./E7
5"
-A MP

PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right Unto a man; but
the €;Ncl thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait
until it's too late. Need
assistance? Call 7530984.

DOwN!

- Blondie --------.-I

RENT Ito only 112-911 a 821
Murray Home i Auto

A5 AL)Li
WERE!

CENERAL 74/Pre OF TARAK/MO!
P.---RA RE TREAT FOR
FOREIGNERS...
5PEC IA L FOR U N.„

if,31
asesisswt St.

The Phantom

'----• - "Z...;
/

CA

.....,

) I
'- \

McCUISTON
HOT
Tamales will be ready
anytime after 4 p.m.

Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

Li'l Abner

50,pose
I SHOULD BE HONORED
BY ',OUR FEELIN65
FOR ME-

WANTED PART timefull time secretary. Send
to P.O. Box 491, Murray,
Ky.
$ 200
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.
P ERSONS
INTERESTED in 2nd or
3rd income capable of.
earning $300-$500 per
month. Possibly from
home. Call for appointment only 753-3763.
LPN'S, medication aide,
all shifts. Part time, full
time. Maplewood Farms
Health Care Center. Call
247-0200.
4

EXPERIENCED
TO
clean-up man. Call 7536038.
N EEDED' EXPERIENCED roofers.
Call Swift Roofing, 7535976 or 436-2172.
SEWING MACHINE
operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Co., Ill
Poplar, Murray, Ky.
EXPERIENCED
AUTOMOTIVE
parts
salesman needed. Send
resume to P.O. Box 32W, Murray, Ky.
WANTED - Carpenter to
help with roof. By the
hour or the job. Call 4748856.
SEWING MACHINE
mechanic
trainee.
Mechanical aptitude
required. Apply in
person Calloway
Manufacturing,
Ill
Poplar St.
$25.00
per hundred
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK
Enterprise, Box 21679,
Denver, Co. 80221.
14 Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIRE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
USED 10 FT. garage
door. Call 435-4321 or
435-4465.
15 Articles For Sale
KITCHEN SINK complete with faucets, ,
strainers, rim and trap.
Bath lavatory complete
with faucets and trap.
Recessed cabinet for
bath with lights.- Like
new. Call 753-5538 after 5
p.m.

"
,mimmommow.

If You
Need Them:

(
4

Y ENOUGH
BEING
MRNICE

GLJYrf-

753 1441
153-1621
753 6952
153-9332
753 5131
753-3535

Comprehensive
Care
Poison Control
Senior Citizens
Needline
Learn To Read

Articles For Sale

Certified Sy ERA
Avoid Cede! Nome lepers

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

SALE - all fuel chimney,
triple wall, 6" x 36".
$21.95. Watiin Hardware, Parrs.

t••
E
54

0a

river
303.1 '

.

,Lirday 6
3
E
E

A D
LAS

-e
xA
5
t7
FREE
Termite Al
Iv
Inspection

NEW AND USED air
compressors for sale.
Call Dill Electric, 7539104 or 753-1551.

Check
Your
Ad
, '

Sealed proposals will be received by the Qty of
Murray Kentucky for Murray Water & Sewer
System at the City Hall until 5:00 p.m. September 30, 1977 for the construction of one gravel
wall water well complete with pump and motor
in accordance with specifications on file at the
office of Murray Water and Sewer System, 401
Olive Street, Murray,Kentucky 42071.

23 Exterminating

753-6622
753-7588
753-0929
753-NIED
753-2288

cial Concerns
ommittee and
The Ledger &
_Times

AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your glees. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
TOBACCO STICKS any
amount. Call 489-2126.
TWO POST car and truck
hoist lift. $350. Call 7538290
WOOD DINING room
suite, refinished oak
buffet, childs chifferobe.
Call 489-2266.
SALE-KING automatic
wood heaters. $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SALE - FRANKLIN
fireplace_24 in.../199.95Wallin Hardware. Patis.

A._ dowel eel meneel ••••
poen. Os seep.11 memo will OS
100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914

CB BASE station 30-A
Realistic, five power
channels, regular
microphone and power
microphone,ear phones,
antenna. Also AKC
registered
female
Doberman Pinscher,
five years old, obedience
trained, beautiful dog.
Will consider trade for
horses. Phone 436-2336
after six p.m.

Roaches,Shyer Fish
and Shrubs

24 Miscellaneous

BARGAIN 16 'Bundles
black Celotex shingles.
Also 19 lb. galvanized
roofing nails. Call 4362121.

See Us
Fee
Smell beim
lopair

Murray Home
Auto

FURNITURE
AND
miscellaneous. 733 Riley
Court. Call 753-8874 or
753-0774.

amstmst *.

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
Also see their elegant
gallery of furniture,
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS AND
FURNITURE
1136
South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1443-7323.

BOYS CLOTHES,sizes 18
months through 2T. Also
Fisher Price toys. All
excellent condition. Call
753-4330.
LARGE
UPRIGHT
freezer. Avacado green.
Perfect condition. $200.
Call 753-9680.
SET OF 488 zoom gears
and axles in Camaro
rear end, $150. Chevy
Muntce 4 speed transmission $90. Morsoe
Camaro hood scoop, 835.
Call 753-5612.
16 Home Furnishings

26 TV Radio
WANTED - Someone to
take up payments on 25"
color T.V. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.

ELECTRIC STOVE and
frost free refrigerator 2
years old, Avacado
green. $300.00 for both.
Call 753-6663.

NEW
19"
Color
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.

FRIGIDAIRE
Washer,
Dryer and Refrigerator.
Must sell. Best Offer.
753-8674 after 5, and
before 5 753-8301.

T.V. SALE, T.V. Sale, T.
V. Sale! Zenith ,is the
best and Sissons sells
them for less. Our prices
can't be beat. Come to
Sissons T.V. Sales and
see. We service What we
sell. Highway 94, 17
miles West of Murray.
Call 382-2174 or 382-2743.

COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
amp.
and
guitar
Electric welder, 50 amp
miscellaneous
and
items. Call 753-8177.
17 Vacuum Cleaners

27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 HOLIDAY 12 x 65 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
central air, washer and
dryer, all electric. Like
new. See at Riviera Ct.
753-3280 before 5, 4365524 after 6.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
18. Sewing

1.1104.4a.uls
I
\

rr

a 1.p.s 'routh Ifith
A, 4.5171

12 x 52 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 7591039.

r

Needleart Shoppe
Complete line of
materials
and
accessories for crochet,
knitting, needlepoint, latch-hook and punch
needle rugs, "ar types
embroidery. Tatting and
crochet cotton.
Hours are Mon., Wed.,
Fri, 1000-6:00. Tues.,
Thurs.& Sat.,10:00-9:00

12 x 60 mobile home with
12 ft. extension on 100 x
225 ft. lot, furnished or
unfurnished. Call 7537407.
FURNISHED MOBILE
HOME with 3 bedrooms,
Ps baths, 20 minutes
from Murray.85500. Call
345-2701.

19 Farm Equipment
CASE NO combine diesel
engine. Good condition.
Call 753-3288.

DOUBLE WIDE trailer, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built on den
with fireplace, double
carport.
Paved
driveway on large lot.
$23,000. Call 437-4552.

135 MASSgY Ferguson
diesel, 1974. Call 7591130.
1965 MF 135 tractor, Ps'
Ferguson disc, three 12"
plows. Call 492-8554.

FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good condition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
,stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.

TD 18 International
Dozer, good condition.
II 8984429.

20 Sports Equipment
1976 CHECKMATE
Trimate
walk
I.
through. Brown and gold
metal flake. 115 H.P.
Mercury motor. Rolco
trailer. Availablevith
or without accessories.
Call 753-1698.

29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME spaces.
Fox
Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.

14 DUO, walk through
windshield, new top, and
side curtains, 65 horse
Johnson, heavy duty
trailer. 1972 m6del.
$2150. Murray Bait Co.,
call 753-5693.

TWO BEDROOM, water
and garbage pickup
furnished. One mile out
of city limits. One or 2'
adults. $50 deposit, $85
month. Call 763-5405
after 6 p.m.

1977 POLARCRAFT 14'
jon boat, 44" bottom. 25
h.p. Johnson motor.
Less than 10 hours. Easy
ride trailer. ;Call 7536171.
12 GAUGE stiwrGuN,
antique, dduble barrel
--witbeatesset-of barrels.
Call 753-0228.

-74

ao

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, it Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32 Apar:mentc For Rent

-

APARTMENT
near
downtown Murray, Call
- atafter-57163--4109.
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32 Apartments For Rent
APARTMENT FOR rent
1600 Wiswell Road
across from Westview
Nursing Home. Carpet,
air condition, stove and
oVen, garbage disposal,
refrigerator, dishwasher, 2 bedrooms.
Utility room and bath.
$175 per month. Call 7533865.

43 Real Estate

IE 310

43 Real Estate

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offeret

ALL LOANS STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL

FOR SALE BY OWNER
- Duplex & fourPlex
lots with all utilities in
Stadium View Subdivision. Call or see
James D. Futrell Real
Estate Dev. 405 S. 4th
St., Murray, Ky. Day
753-7668 Night 753-2394.

51. Services Offered

51 Services ()tiered

MOBILE HOME anchors,
WILL DO paper hanging.
HAVING TROUBLE GENERAL HOME
Small jobs. Call 753-6132.
underpinning, awnings','
framing,
remodeling,
getting those small
"In Business
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum siding and
plumbing jobs done'
WILL DRIVE truck or
aluminum house siding
Since /956"
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
Then call 753-6614.
tractor for any kind of
& trim. Call Jack
153-5646
or 1-362-4895.
job on a farm. Call 436Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
2519.
FENCE SALES at Sears
COUNTRY LIVING - 3
now. Call Doug Taylor
bedrooms, 1 17 bath,
WILL DO CUSTOM hay
at 753-2310 for free
BARN SPRAYING
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
family room, fireplace.
including
bailing
Estiasto. Call
on any type of furniture.
estimates for your
Also
Nicely landscaped. THRIFTY THINKING hauling.
needs.
753-11343
Free estimates. Call 753Priced just reduced
Rock gardens. Garbushogging. Call 7539753.
FURNISHED
APART$1,000
on
this
deners delight! 11.4 mile
8274.
GENERAL BACKHOE
MENTS, 1
or
2
economical and comWest of Coldwater.
work, gravel hauling
bedrooms, also sleeping
fortable 2 bedroom brick
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Wilson Ins. and Real
PAINTING, INTERIOR, FOR BACKHOE and
and top soil. Call Joe
rooms, Zimmerman
home on large lot 6 miles
Stearn clean one room at
bulldozing needs. Call
Estate, 753-3263.
exterior. Also dry wall
Beard, 436-2.306:
Apts. S. 16th St. Call 753west of Murray. Solid
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
437-4533 or after 8 p.m
finishing. 10 years ex6609.
construction, hardwood
will clean the hallway INSULATION SAVES
OPPORTUNITY
354-8161 or 354-8138.
perience. Call 436-2563,
floors, low utility bills
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
KNOCKS
four
$$$$. Rockwool inRalph Worley.
33. Rooms For Rent
and a very neat home
10' room would only be
bedritom, 2 bath' brick
sulation blown attics
TREES TRIMMED and
WALKING DISTANCE
.
inside and out. Priced in
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
home on tree-shaded lot.
DO YOU NEED stumps
and walls. Financing
cut. Call 753-4707.
from MSU. Available
the
teens.
Phone
5 miles northwest of
removed from your yard
available.
Free
Utilities
this weekend.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Murray city limits.
WET BASEMENT? We
or land cleared of
estimates. Call 753-3316.
VOICE LESSON by
furnished. Call 753-1812.
Central heat and air, 753-1222.
stumps? We can remove
make wet basements
teacher with Master
central vacuum system,
stumps up to 24"
dry, work completely GUTTERING BY Sears,
degree will teach any
36 For Rent Or Lease
Sears continuous gutters
intercom, large family EXECUTIVE HOME - "HOW'S THAT AGAN , MR LMCE?" guaranteed. Call or
beneath ground. Leaves
-age. Call 753-9755.
HORSE STABLE for
installed
per your
Lovely 3 bedroom, 2
room with fireplace and
only sawdust and chips
write Morgap Conrent, pasture land also
specifications.
Call
bath brick, family room
lots
mare.
Phone
Call for free estimate, YOUNGBLOOD'S
Cars
&
49.
Used
Trucks
struction
Co.,
Route
2,
43. Real Estate
available. Call- Mike
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
ROOFING. Commercial
KOPPERUD REALTY,
with fireplace, central
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
753-3850
1968 CAMARO needs
Brannack
for free estimates.
heat
and
and residential. General
753-1222 for more inelectric
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
42001. Phone day or
137..N. Poplar-Benton
, Call 767-2512
between 8 and 5.
carpentry. 10 years
air...2600 sq. ft...owner
formation or come by
night 442-7026.
5 and 7 p.m.
een
INSULATION BLOWN in
home
Call 759-1524
town.
..A
experience.
leaving
our
conveniently
located
Supplies
Livestock
37.
by Sears save on these
for the family that likes
after 5 p. m.
office at 711 Main.
1971 TORINO GT. Power PAINTING, interior and
high heat and cooling
WILL BOARD horses
the -little extras."
REALTY
exterior. By the hour or
FOR SALE by owner steering, air, 2 door
bills. Call Doug Taylor
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
including stable, feed
job. Free estimate. Call
_Dark
hardtop.
Green.
Lake front & lake view
753-2310 for free
at
and pasture. Call 753753-1492.
527-1468CO557530625
753-8343.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
5501E1
lots on Ky. Lake in Pine
estimates.
CA55ELE
8274.
FUTALTORS
Bluff Shores also lots-on
1976 GRAND PRIX, AMBarkley
Lake.
Terms
M&M Blacktopping, seal
CHESTNUT SADDLE
44. Lots For Sale
WIRING
FM stereo tape. Power ELECTRIC
available.
James
D.
coating and repairs. For
QUALITY SERVICE
489-2548.
Call
horse.
home and industrial, air
steering, air condition.
WOODED
LARGE
Futrell Real Estate Dev.
estimates call 753-1537.
Company Inc. Air conconditioning,
and
Brand new tires. Call
38. Pets - Supplies
lakeview lots, lake
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
dition sales and serrefrigeration, heating.
South 12th at Sycamore
753-4331.
water central
access
Ky.
Day
753-7668
ELECnight
LICENSED
LABRADOR
vice. Modern sheet
474-8841.
Call
TELEPHONE 7531661
all weather streets. In
753-2394.
TRICIAN and gas inRETRIEVER puppies,
metal
department.
MUST SELL 1973 Super
Sub. Call 436Keniana
do
stallation' will
AKC, black or yellow. FOR THE large family
Larry
WIRING
ELECTRICAL
Wisehart,
condition.
good
Beetle,
436-5320.
2473
or
and
plumbing, heating
REDUCED TO $12,500
Joe R. Davis, 527-9279.
President. Phone 753home or industrial. Call
wanting country
753p.m.
4
after
Call
sewer cleaning. Call 753about 6 acres, 7 miles
45. Farms For Sale
9290.
Charles Cooksey after 6
living...large 4 bedroom
9964.
AKC REGISTERED
7203.
Hale Road.
off
94
on
east
p.m. 436-5896.
with
212
bi-level
brick
ApFARM.
ACRE
48
German
Shepherd
Nice building spot near
baths. Finished fullCHEVROLET
proximately 35 acres 1950
puppies, 8 weeks old.
FOR YOUR septic tank
1 Murray and Ky. Lake.
sized basement. Located
tendable, tobacco, corn
pickup, original. Very PROFESSIONAL carpet
Call 753-0438.
and backhoe work
near lake, road
198
acres
on 8 acres for ideal miniand bean land. Off Highgood condition. 43,000
and furniture cleaning.
needs. Also septic tank
sides. Good
on
two
farm yet only 15 minutes
'way 121, 2 miles N. of
actual miles. Call 753Servicemaster
TWO FULL BLOODED
offers
cleaning. Call John
developing
property
or
from town. Loretta Jobs
Minimum Qualifications: High School Diploma
Coldwater on 1836. Call
4112 or 753-0181, ask for
steam or dry foam
Siamese kittens. Seven
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
cleared for farm use.
Realtors, 753-1492.
plus
typing skills of 40 words per minute and
489-2131.
Kenny.
method.
weeks old. Call 7534309.
Servicemaster
436-2586 or 436-5348.
Galloway Realtor, 505
shorthand skills of 80 words per minute.
has been cleaning the
Main, Phone 753-5842,
HALF PERSIAN kittens. BUILDING LOTS - We
finest homes for over 30
35.5 ACRES,all fenced. 30 1974 GMC PICKUP 283
Fringe Benefits: Nine Paid holidays per year,
have listed several 1322 MAIN. Lovely older
Very nice. One calico,
Chevy engine. 1974
years, and are Number 1
acres tendable. Three
paid vacation and sick days, medical insurance,
choice building lots,
one tan and white, one
Vega, 140 4 cylinder,
in the professional
ponds,/1 stock barn. Six
home with style & grace.
and excellent retirement system.
wooded and unwooded.
tabby and white. Call
26,000
miles,
hatchback.
cleaning business today.
miles from Murray.
Large scenic lot. Lots of
Two of these lots are in
753-8761.
1965 Plymouth Fury II,
For a special in$38,000 Call 753-2280.
closet space. Large
Salary: Commensurate with education and exCircarama Subdivision
318 V-8, automatic,
troductory offer for July
Partially
rooms.
41. Public Sales
perience.
46.
Homes
For
Sale
and owner wants offer.
power steering, 4 door,
and August, all carpet
redecorated. Two
KOPPERUD
Phone
2 FAMILY YARD SALE one owner, low mileage,
and furniture cleaning
upstairs.
apartments
THREE BEDROOMS, 2
Deadline for accepting applications: ApREALTY, 753-1222 for
Wed.,Sept. 21st at 312 S.
extra
good
condition.
performed
will be
This is the type home
plications will be accepted until September 26,
52
home
on
baths.
24
x
;
15th, a Sears floor
all your real estate
1971 T 37 Pontiac 2 door
Scotchguard free of
everyone wants so give
1977.
block foundation.
polisher, used a few
,needs.
hardtop, medium size.
charge. Also contract
us a call. Wilson Ins. &
MR.CefTEE
Electricity, water,
times. Baby items and
68,000 miles. automatic.
cleaning daily, weekly
Real Estate, 753-3263
Send Resume to:
sewerage system inSee Us For
baby clothes, girls BIG FAMILY? A 4
air and power. slant 6
or monthly. Call Seranytime.
Purchase Area Development District
electric
stalled.
Has
bedroom, 212 bath home
clothes to size 10, toys,
SnalI
motor and transmission.
vicemaster, 753-0259
conditioner,
furnace,
air
has
all
P.O.
Box 588
Gatesborough,
in
oven, swing set, plants,
today.
Call 753-4661_
Appliance
electric stove, dishbuitt-ins, carpet, 4 BEDROOM Beauty.
Mayfield,
Ky 42066
a Brownie uniform, lots
Ideally located across
washer.
Immediate.
Repair
fireplace in family
of do dads. No sales
1966
VOLA4AGEN,
Attention:
Mary Boyd, Office Manager
street
from
the
occupancy. On large
WILL HAUL LIME or
room. Central gas heat,
Murray
Home
before 8 a. m.
very
good
candition.
No
Elementary
Robertson
Phone:
(502)
247-7171
Take
Rt.
121
wooded lot.
white rock or sand. Call
central air condition,
rust. $525 or best offer.
and
one
block
from
the
&
Auto
Concord,
South
to
New
all
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"
double garage,
43 Real Estate
Call 753-0329
campus.
university
then Rt. 444 to Keniana
Chestnut St.
753-4545.
desirable features for
VACATION COTTAGE,
Built in 1977, home has
Sub. office. Call 436-2473
gracious living. Priced
1972 MG MIDGET $1075.
suitable for year around
central heat and air and
or 436-5320.
in 60's. Guy Spann
Before 4100 p.m. 753living. 2 Bedroom
lots of energy saving
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
0269.
frame, completely
including
much
features
HOUSE
REMODOLED
753-7724.
furnished, located on
extra insulation. Priced
for sale or rent. Inquire
1974 MONTE CARLO.
Primrose Drive, Pine
in /the 30's. Phone
Solo's Market Highway
®KOPPERUD
Good condition. Low
Bluff Shores SubKOPPERUD REALTY,
69 North, Cottage Grove,
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
miles, extras. Call 753'
division. Just a short
753-1222 for full time,
REALTYII
Tenn.
the paper and save for handy reference)
.
9413 after 530 p.m.
distance from the water.
competent
real
estate
47. Motorcycles
"Your Key To Happy
.
0
I
Priced at $6,750. Call
service.
House Hunting"
FOR RENT - New
'74 HARLEY DAVIDSTINSON REALTY,
753-1222
Main
711
economy ear, full-size
SON.
Excellent
cond.,
PERFECT
FOR the
753-3744.
a
00
auto, pickup or 12
young family. 1440 sq. ft. . fully dressed. Will
w
passenger van. Murray
sacrifice at $2400.00.
3 bedroom brick. Large
Prompt, dependable service. Three
Leasing, Inc 753-1372.
Call 753-6564.
kitchen has snack bar
bulldozers to serve you.
and separate dinette.
Have You Had Your
CAPRIcE Chevrolet
1976
MINI
BIKE.
Just
Police
like
Panelled deh
Eh
with
,,,,vner, low
2 door,
new. Call 753-8200.
fireplace opetris onto
753-1621
km753-1441
mileage Excellent
private rear porch. 49 Used
Cars 8 Trucks
condition
753-2257.
Chain link fenced rear
L. W. Lyons_
Punched This Week
Steven Alexander
yard. Only $31,900. Call
1968 CHRYSLER New
1974 PusTri. Good gas
Jim Adams Food Liners
today for an ap-, Yorker, 4 dr. hardtop
mileage 4jnsxpellent
pointment to see this
with 78,000 actual miles.
And
condition
comfortable home.
Has
new
battery,
1961 VW \n. $150,00.
BOYD MAJORS REAL
alternator, muffler.
Reftrushinit &
Call 3544,.:: - Iter 4 p.
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th,
shocks, and brakes. Was
Custom Built Furniture
M.
FIRST TIME
753-8080.
a one owner Paducah
garde., owtat,oeissarer,
24 Hour
car. $550.00. Phone 354OFFERED!!
1973 CHEN FIIE Deluxe.
Service
Wrecker
6217
•tc.
after
4
p. m.
John C...
r 762-2188.
Call 762-2
97 acre farm east of Almo has 3 bedroom older
753-3134Hwy.641
Neubauer
1976 CHEVY Beauville
home. Farm is fenced, with good year around
}WEFT Nova.
io?.,, 4th
\
F:
Miles
South
1975
CH
6
sport
van.
and
One
stock
barn
6
stall
owner.
Also
has
for
cattle.
water
Realtor
753-6177
ii,,
Vlocra%.Ic
350
tchback,
V-8,
25,000 miles. Double air.
Jerry McCoy,Owner
corn cribs. Owner will sell all or part.
802 N. 18th Street .
13o: I 11PtiE!.,EE
List Your Property With. tin
power st- ring, lo w
12 passenger. Call 753Mirrra t(
& Operator
Murray.
753-0101
505 REAM St.
\
cellent
mileag
3763.
Hazel community. 3 Bedroom brick home, comist
conditi,
plete with carpets, range, refrig., drapes and
Free
759-1137
offer
Best.
RADIO, TELEVISION & CI
nice den, on 1 acre lot. This is a very attractive
Murray-Calloway
Radio Cab
Termite Inspection
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE
p
S
after
home.
Company
Flies, RoacheA.
County Hospital
1973 ( HF I ROLET
Silver Fish & Shrubs
House with a personality and lots of room is this
i.e Super
Anderson Elec.
pickup
Kelley's Termite
home near the University. Features 5 bedrooms,
.
10. ,
-el base,
TiC Inc.
8. Pest Control
dining room, carpeting, 2 baths. Could rent upPower •ir , 'mg and
Gummi E ric Customer Cars.
tills lath St
Calloway County
stairs with private entrance. Needs some fixing
24 Hour Service
brakes. ,,,r md tilt
tv.
ana
G.E. Werrenty so,
\liirrmo No
up but has lots of potential. Priced in middle
Week
Doys
A
7
wheel Hot •.,th black
Rescue Squad
nice. • Hwy 94 F ast
twenties.
.1:.11 tires.
interior
Phone
s. Wed ail,:
Transm:needs
purchased
be
can
Sun
and
Sion .
Ridge
(lased
Whiskey
Sat
near
acres
753-§g‘
28
work, C.,11 .4'206 after
"A Garden Party"
all or in part. Priced $1000 per acre. Beautiful
4 p. m
Enioy flowers, trees, enclosed patio with gas grill. Unique
building sites. Will not sell less than 6 acres.
brick and wood tri-leyel-4 bedrooms, large fan* room,
50. Campers
Tidwell Lawn &
.
Eying room with dining area, shag carpet-Located near
Electrical
trear Wakens is ohms warratioloa it ROBERTS REALTY
TRAVEL
WESTER'
b\
-let
us
show
you
this
schools
home today!
Garden Equipment
Wiring
vmplete
TRA 11,1:
,re and
campers'
Residential &
Poison
Quality Service .
service ,le,iprtment at
Commercial
Coldrol
124 and Route )11, Cadiz,
Installations
Company
Ky. Call 5:.2.41.07.
&Service
Center 8
' ..
,
We specialize in
753-1492
753-24/7
Edna Knight
753-4910 Anna Reeser*
Services Offered
Garden
spe,,f,
'
lawn
&
51.
1200
7534006
Sycamore
Sam Knight
753-4910 lela Reed
Modern Sheet Metal
Equipment Service
436-2174
LICENSED EEECPatsy fain
753-6376 •Pst Ertilstre09
11
,LIervice Departments.
Repair
and
Anderson
TRW!‘'s -mot ef436-5650
After Hours
Ray Roberts
303 Main
.
753-9290
NO job
ficient ser%
tOteill )01)s - 751-6079
RA Payne S1-4
hone 153-1651
. Nual.-0.y. . Electric, Inc.
12th St.
South
412
Helen Spawn - 7544571t Imelda Ormrs - '11-0668
smrtt4 -1i-1-Ernest
trwi
.,..- L
_
-

Waldrop Realty

QUALITY

SS
anrs.
on
S.
m.
ant
re,
nd
ST
ND
136
:h.

to
25"
ic
'75.
lor
ust
ital
sic
.75.
T.
the
• Us
ces
to
:nd
we
17
ay.
43.

53
s,
nd
'ke
Ct.
36e.
ke
59-

ith
x
or
53-

s,
tes
all

'3
arshten
ble
ed
ot.
60
nets
lid
ost
ng
to
r4
its
es.
nd
th
53er
up
ut

05
d ,
or

Secretory Wanted

Dial-A-service

,

...
iorN4
Bulldozing

.
IIIIP

753-1959

Bankroll Card

onuors Hinman's
Rentals
,......:,

474-2264
Taber's
Body
Shop

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

502-4924837

753-5397

753-5703

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

753-5131

474-8841

753-6952 9„ust;:nTouepr. Fr, a, 753-3914
---

Carrier

492-8141

75C3e'-n;

AS

474-8841

11.1111.1/0.
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Dr. Allan Beane
Is CMF Speaker

Deaths and Funerals

- Dr. Allan Beane will adclftgss the fall kick-off meeting
of the Christian's Men Fellowship of the First
Christian Church this Wed21
The day old infant son of Mr. nesday, September
cook-out
following
the
at
six
p
and Mrs. Harold Lyell died
friday at the Murray- m. His talk will focus on
research and experience ui
Calloway County Hospital.
Funeral services were held "Christian Education and the
Sunday at one p.m. at the Mentally Retarded Citizen
chapel of the Byrn Funeral Don McCord, CMF president.
Home, Mayfield. Burial was in will preside.
Dr. Beane currently serves
the North Mount Zion
Cemetery in Graves County. as the State Chairman of the
Religious Nurture Committee
of the Kentucky Association of
Retarded Citizens. He teaches
Special Education at Murray
High School and this past
summer taught two courses at
Murray State University. He
also serves as Minister of
Youth at Locust Grove Baptist
Church. He did his doctoral
Word has been received of dissertation at Southern
the death of Guy Edmonds of Illinois University on the
Oklahoma City, Okla., for- "Attitudes of Kentucky
merly of Calloway County, Southern Baptist Pastors
who died there Friday night at Toward the Retarded. . ."
the age of 81.
He was a member of a
Missionary Baptist Church at
Prices of stock of local interest at not n
Oklahoma City.
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger
Mr. Edmonds is survived by Times by First of Michigan, Corp.,
his wife, Mrs. Audie Hendon Murray,are as follows'
Heublein Inc.
Edmonds, also a former McDonalds
Corp
47'.4 Calloway County resident, to Ponderosa systems
Kimberly
Clark
43
whom he was married in 1920; Union
Carbide
"44%
two daughters, Ruth of W. R. Grace
27%
28%.
Oklahoma City,Okla.,and Sue Texaco
General Elec. .
of Florida; two sisters, Mrs. GAF Corp
10%
Pacific . .... . . 27%
Genella Grisham of Jackson, Georgia
Pfizer
28% up.k
Tn., and Mrs. Jewel Niles of Jim Walters
26% -,
16% unc
Empire, Mich.; one brother, Kirsch
Disney
36%
Buel Edmonds of Murray; Franklin Mint
8%
seven grandchildren; one
Prices of stocks of local interest at
to the Ledger &
great grandchild; several noon today firnished
Times by!. M.Si-'on Co. are as follows
nieces and nephews including Indus. Avg.
-520
Leo Alexander and Billy
Airco
.Edmonds of Murray.
37 unc
Am. Motors
Funeral and burial services Ashland Oil ......
.
30% 4
62% unc
will be held Tuesday in AT&T
Ford Motor Co
44 r%
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Gen. Dynamics
53% 40,

Roy Leslie Dies At

Mrs. McDaniel Dies Infant Son Dies

Hospital; Funeral

Saturday; .,ecvices

Being Held Today

Today At Chapel

Roy Leslie of 216 South
Fifteenth Street, Murray, died
Sunday at 12:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 61 years of
age.
The Murray man was a
member of the Scotts -Grove
Baptist Church, a veteran of
World War II, and a retired
supervisor for the Athletic
Equipment Department of
Murray State University.
Born July 1, 1916, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Frank Leslie and
Florence Noles Leslie.
Mr. Leslie is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ruby Jo Parker
Leslie, to whom he was
married on September 20,1941; one daughter, Miss
Cindy Leslie, 216 South Fifteenth Street, Murray; two
sons, Larry Leslie, Murray
Route Two, and Danny Leslie,
Kirksey Route One; three
sisters, Mrs. Athel ( Bessie )
Norfleet, Milliken, Col.; two
foster sisters, Miss Martha
Spann and Dr. Liza Spann,
Murray Route Eight; two
Leslie,
brothers, Jake
Murray, and Bill Leslie,
Mayfield; five grandchildren
— Bill, Hugh Allen, Beth Ann,
Alison, and Emily Dee Leslie.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Johnson Easley and Bro. John
Dale officiating. The song
service is by singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Bill Overbey, Porter Buie,
Homer Lusk, Chad Stewart,
Bailey Gore, and Rex
Alexander. Burial will follow
in the Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery.

Mrs. Ennis McDaniel of
Murray Route Three died
Saturday at 8:10 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 87 years of
age and the wife of Chester A.
McDaniel who died December
20, 1965.
The Calloway woman was a
member of the Union Ridge
United Methodist Church.
Born December 20, 1889, in
Marshall County, she was the
daughter of the late Jim
Clayton and Alice Wolfe
Clayton.
Mrs. McDaniel, is survived
by one daughter, Mrs. Clair
(Lucille) Spieer, Ocala, Fla.;
three sons, Ira W. Barnett,
Hardin, J. C. McDaniel,
Murray Route Three, and
Charles T. • McDaniel, 1655
Ryan, Murray; three sisters,
Mrs. Katie.,Clingar, Norman,
Okla., Mrs. Lois Norwood,
Benton Route Five, and Mrs.
Callis Lee, Hardin; eight
grandchildren; thirteen great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at theaapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Steva
Shapard and the Rev. Henry
Smith officiating. The song
service is by the Union Ridge
Church Choir with Eleanor
Mills as organist.
Pallbearers are Larry
Roberts, Bobby Joe Lee,
Wilbur. Norwood, Ronnie
Norwood, James Clayton, and
Glen Clayton, Burial will
follow in the Union Ridge
Cemetery.

For Mr. Myers, Jr.
"The funeral for George H.
Myers, Jr., father of Mrs.
Sandra Jane Tharp of Murray,
has been scheduled for two
p.m. Thursday at the Kennedy
Funeral Home,Paducah, with
the Rev. L.H. Porter officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens,
of
Members
Paducah.
Masonic Lodge 127 will serve
as pallbearers, and Masonic
rites will be at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday at the funeral home.
Mr. Myers, a resident of
1468 Yarbo Lane, Paducah,
was a dispatcher for the
Purolator Courier, and was a
32nd degree Mason. He died
Thursday at his home.
He is survived by his wife,
Lillie Mae; five daughters
including Mrs. Tharpe of
Murray, five sons, one sister,
and nineteen grandchildren.

fast film Service
At Big Discord

FILM, FLASN CUBES,
CAMERAS,FRAMES

Artcnrft Studios
flit. 12th 7834012
Pt., Parthig At Itaa; Dow

Guy Edmonds Dies
Friday; Former

Calloway Resident

STOCK MARKET

Cecil Lovett Dies
Mrs. J. B. Dover's
Mother Dies With
Funeral At Salem

Funeral Thursday

At Local Hospital

Mrs. Johnny (Viola L.)
Brittain, mother of Mrs. J. B.
Willie Mae) Dover of Hazel,
died Sunday, September 11, at
the Fulton County Hospital,
Salem, Ark. She was 71 years
of age.
The deceased was a resident
of Salem, Ark. Born
December 18, 1905, in Cord,
Ark., she was the daughter of
the late Isaac and May Hardin
Morris. She and her husband,
Johnny, who survives, were
married May 10, 1925.
Survivors include her
husband; six daughters, Mrs.
Dover of Hazel, Mrs. Lewellen
Caruthers and Mrs. Linda
Bishop, Salem, Ark., Mrs.
Kitty Watkins, Sturkie, Ark.,
Mrs. Lela Sisney and Mrs.
Phyllis Lieble, Kansas City,
lko.; two sons, Boyd ( Pete)
Brittain, Kansas City, Mo.,
and Eddie Joe Brittain,
Jonesboro, Ark.; three
brothers, Elmer Morris,
Springdale, Ark.. Noah
Morris, Lees Summitt, Mo.,
and Ray Denton, Monroe, La.;
one sister, Mrs. Mary Palmer,
Harrisburg, Ark.; nineteen
grandchildren including Miss
Theresa Dover of Hazel; one
great grandchild.
. Funeral services were held
Tuesday,September 12, at two
p.m. at the chapel of the
Leland Carter Funeral Home,
Salem, Ark., with the Rev. B.
W. Stallcup officiating. Interment was in the Flint
Springs Cemetery there.

sa

THINK ABOUT IT
By Kenny Imes
Anger is seen everywnere these aays. Children
angry at parents. Parnets angry at children. Students
angry at,school authorities. Politicians angry at each
other. People yelling, roaring at each other. Anger
overriding reason nearly everywhere.
Anger is of course justified at times. But even when
anger is warranted, extreme expressions or actions
seldom serve any good purpose. More often than not,
anger causes retaliatory anger. Friendships cease.
Homes are broken. Apologies if given) seldom repair
the mutilation in human relatoinships.
Common sense should tell us how important it is to
conquer anger. What good does it do to blow off steam,
if it disrupts blood circulation and either aggravates or
brings on ailments in body and spirit. And anger does
just that! Ask your doctor! or, ask a clergyman. He
would probably say, "A soft answer turns away
wrath..." or-"He that is slow to anger is better than the
mighty..." A better life is in store when those Biblical
expressions are understood....

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
',S3-2411

From Injuries At
Hospital Saturday
Cecil Lovett died Saturday
at 7:15 a. m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He was 71
years of age and a resident of
Benton Route Four.
The deceased was injured in
a car-truck' collision that
occurred near Jonathan Creek
on August 29 and had been in
the intensive care unit of the
hospital since that time. Officials said Mr. Lovett was the
driver of a car that collided
head-on with a truck on a rainslick U. S. 68 highway near the
Jonathan Creek bridge in a
mid-morning accident.
Mr. Lovett, a retired carPeater, is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Regina Lovett; one son,
James Lewis Lovett, Benton
Route Four; two brothers,
Carl Lovett and Charlie
Lovett, Benton Route Four;
two grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
ctiapel of the Filbeck and
Olinn Funeral Home with Bro.
Connie Wyatt, Bro. Terry
Walkers, and Bro. 0. D.
McKendree officiating. Burial
will follow in the Olive
Cemetery in Marshall County.

Let's Stay Well

Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg.
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Radio

88% -%
24%
201.4

28

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate
committee investigating the financial
affairs of Bert Lance is deciding
bether to continue its inquiry as two
key members saythey still want Lance
to resign.
The Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee planned to call witnesses
from its own staff today to answer
Lance's assertion that he told
committee investigators in January
about the financial troubles now under
investigation.
Sen. Charles Percy,
the
ranking Republican on the committee,
said the staff members called to testify
would contradict Lance's contention
that he told investigators about his
financial dealings before being
confirmed by the Senate panel.
Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn.,
chairman of the committee, said
members would meet in a closed
session later to decide whether to end
the investigation or call more
witnesses.
And he noted the committee can do
little more than it has done."There's no
way a committee can unconfirm an
executive official," he said.
Ribicoff said Sunday night that
Lance's three days of testimony last
week did not change his opinion that the
budget director should step down. In
fact, Ribicoff said, Lance's position was
worsened by his testimony.
Ribicoff said in a telephone
interview: "My position hasn't changed
as to my Statement of Labor Day. The
hearings have made it worse, not
better. Personally, I think he's looking
worse."
On Labor Day, Ribicoff and Percy
met with President Carter and urged
that Lance quit because of information
committee investigators uncovered
about his banking practices.
Percy said Sunday he still feels Lance
should quit. Percy said the three days
of testimony by Lance "strengthened
considerably my feeling that he should

leave government."
Nation."
President Carter dodged questions
Sen. William V. Roth, R-Del., was
about Lance on Sunday. Last Friday,
asked on the same program whether he
about midway in Lance's testimony,
expected Lance to be, retained as
Carter said he thought His old friend
budget chief and replied: "It certainly
had "enhanced his position." But
sounds to me as though that is the
Carter added that he was "keeping an
current intention of the President."
open mind about the entire subject."
Completing his testimony before the
Two other members of the
committee at an unusual Saturday
committee, a Democratic supporter - session, Lance said he would "return to
and a Republican critic of Lance, said
my duties ... with an even firmer sense
Sunday they expect the budget director
of responsibility and dedication."
to remain at his post at least for a while.
As for the question of taking further
"I see no reason Bert Lance should
testimony, Eagleton said Sunday the
resign or certainly be fired," Sen.
hearings should stop. "They have gone
Thomas F.Eagleton,1)-Mo.,said on the
on too long and are becoming a threeCBS television program "Face the
ring circus," he said.

Purchase 4-H, FFA Beef
Shows Slated In Mayfield
The 1977 Purchase 4-H and FFA
District Beef Steer Show is scheduled to
begin with an on-foot show at Farmers
Livestock Company, which is located
on North 17th Street in Mayfield, on
Monday, September 26, according to
Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture
Thomas L.(Tom)Harris.
Harris said weighing of entries will
begin at 7:00 a. m. on the day of the
show, and that all entries must be in
place on the grounds by 9:00 a.m. The
on-foot show is scheduled to begin at
10:30 a. m., with the sale of entries set
for 7:30 p. m.that evening.
In addition to the on-foot show, which
is to be judged by Joe Bill Meng,
cattleman from Bowling Green,
Kentucky, all steers competing in the
on-foot show are eligible for carcass
evaluation. Dr. York Varney,
University of Kentucky, will serve as
carcass judge, and results of the
carcass contest will be reported at the
Purchase Steer Show Banquet, which
will be held Tuesday evening, October

11, beginning at 6:30 p. m. in the
Training Room of Winslow Cafeteria on
the campus of Murray State University.
, The Purchase Show is one of five
district beef steer shows held
throughout the state. The Kentucky
'Department of Agriculture is happy to
sponsor these activities in cooperation
with the University of Kentucky
Extension Service and the Division of
Vocational Agricultural Education of
the State Department of Education.
Commissioner Harris urged 4-H and
FFA members to attend the show,
saying, "It will give these young
agriculturalists an opportunity to learn
about the type of beef animal in
demand on today's market." A special
invitation is extended to youth
exhibitors to bring their steers and
participate in this educational activity.
Persons desiring further information
should contact the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture, Division of
Shows and Fairs, Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort.
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Senate Committee Deciding On
Continuation Of Lance Inquiry

Louisville's Sloan
Will Run; Doesn't
Say For What

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Outgoing Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane says he is
preparing to run for statewide
office in 1979. But he's not
ready to say which office.
ALBANY, Ky. 1AP, —
Sloane has said before that
Larry Ferguson, a Clinton he is -looking very strongly"
County farmer, says he at either the governor's or
expects no further efforts to lieutenant governor's office
stop a rock festival he has and will make a definite
planned for next weekend at announcement next year.
his farm 6i-2 miles north of
-I'm not prepared to
Albany.
elaborate at this point," he
"They've tried everything said Saturday.
they possibly can to stop me
Sloane said he is preparing
and failed," said Ferguson.
for a statewide race but has
Circuit Judge Leonard not yet set up a campaign
Wilson turned down a request organization or begun fundSaturday by about 60 area raising efforts.
residents for an injunction to
stop the concert. Opponents
expressed concerp that it
could lead to tOouble and
unruly behavior.
Ferguson said he has hired a
Lexington security agency to
keep order and thinks the
Saturday and Sunday festival
can be held peacefully. Judge
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Wilson said he cannot issue an
lawyers Should be
Kentucky
injunction on the basis of just
to advertise in
allowed
a potential nuisance.
newspapers but not on
television or radio, says the
Kentucky Bar Association
board of governors.
Leslie Whitmer, KBA
director, said the guidelines
adopted Saturday will soon be
submitted to the Kentucky
Supreme Court, which must
approve them if they are to
take effect.
The U.S. Supreme Court
tion, such transplants may
last June that lawyers
ruled
survive and function.
have the right to advertise
their fees for routine services.
COUNTING CALORIES
The KBA board's guidelines
IN ALCOHOLIC DRINKS
advertising to
Q. Mrs. W. P. writes that would limit the
sections,
classified
newspaper
she and her husband enjoy
books, legal
a couple of cocktails al- telephone
most every evening before directories and law lists.
The guidelines would
dinner and another at bedtime. Both of then) are require ads to be "in good
trying to watch their taste" and not exceed 18
weight and would like to square inches.
know the approximate
number of calories which
are consumed in the average cocktail.
Federal State Market News Service SepA. According to Clifford tember 19, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Gastineau of the Mayo Report Includes8 Buying Stations
Clinic nutrition depart- Receipts: Act. 974 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts.25 lower Sows steady
ment, a practical formula 'IS
840.00-40.25
1-2 200-230lbs
839.75-40.00
for calculating the calories' US 1-3 200-240lbs.
139.00-39.75
lbs.
240-200
2-4
in alcoholic drinks is 0.8 x US 3-4 X0-200 lbs. .
138.25-39.00
US
the proof of the liquor x the Sows
134.00-3500
US 1-2 270-3501Ni
ounces consumed.
933.00-34.00
1-3300-500)b.
For example, if e.leb US
500-850
the
$34.00-35 00few 36.00
US 1-3
032.00-33.00
cocktail
contains two US 2-3300-500tbs
ounces of 86 proof boortii.n, Boars 24.0047,00
—
the caloric value would be
The Cooper Union, founded in
(.0.8 x 86 x 2) 137.6. Three
philanthropist-industrisuch drinks would total 413 1859 by
alist Peter Cooper, is a tuitioncalories. This number sup- free college in New York City
plies one-fifth or-ont-ixth that awards undergraduate deof the total average daily grees in art, architecture and
caloric intake for
engineering, and graduate de•persons.. •
-— grees in engineering.

Rock Festival

Going As Planned

KBA Urges That
Lawers Can Advertise
In Newspapers

Special
Sale
On Fall
Sweaters
DO% .4cry e,
.3 gauge cable
& rib.
Colors: White
Dk. Brown.
Black & Wine
Reg. Price
$28.00 to $32.00

Liver Transplants
Not Feasible
By F.JL. Blasingame,
0. Mr. B. B. has a relative who has 'liver failLice.' His condition is poor,
but he appears *to be
healthy except for this one
problem.'
The Writer wants to
know if a liver transplant
can be done from a person
with a normal liver but
dying from some other
trouble.
A. Liver failure is a serious illness which is often
fatal.
Some acute cases have
benefited from washing
the toxins from the blood in
a manner similar to kidney
dialysis, with a few of the
cases surviving after the
acute stage subsides. Most
cases are less fortunate
and often deteriorate rapidly to death.
While liver transplants
have been done, the results
satisfactory,
are
not
largely because of the reaction to 'foreign* tissue
from another person. In
future years, when more is
known to control immune
reactions arid tissue rejec---
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